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Une synth̀ese des analyses de trafic mobile

Résuḿe : Ce rapport résume les études portant sur l’analyse de trafic mobile collecté par les opérateurs
de réseaux cellulaires sur leurs infrastructures. Ce domaine de recherche est assez récent, la majorité des
travaux date d’après 2005, avec une concentration assez forte sur les trois dernières années. Notre article
couvre des études pluridisciplinaires, que nous classifions en des catégories majeures ainsi que des sous-
catégories significatives. En plus, notre synthèse ne se limite pas seulement à la discussion des résultats
des différents travaux, mais englobe aussi les méthodologies appliquées. Ainsi, nous fournissons aux
lecteurs un guide d’introduction assez complet au domaine de recherche de l’analyse de trafic mobile,
récapitulant les principaux résultats déjà trouvés aussi bien que les pistes de recherche futures possibles.

Mots-clés : Trafic mobile, analyse de donnees, réseaux cellulaires
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Figure 1: Evolution of mobile traffic literature. (a) Main features of mobile traffic datasets. Circle color
and size denote the number of papers with identical properties. (b) Cumulated publications based on
mobile traffic analysis. Different color shades map to the four main categories we identify in our survey.
Vertical lines pinpoint major dedicated events, as per the labels.

1 Introduction

Mobile traffic analysis is a rapidly emerging research field that encompasses a wide range of disciplines.
We summarize its scope asthe study of massive traffic datasets collected by mobile network operators
to improve the understanding of natural or technological phenomena occurring at large scales, and to
design solutions to issues they may yield.This definition is necessarily generic, as it has to accommodate
works that exploit mobile traffic of different type, in diverse ways, and for many and varied purposes.
Yet, our definition traces a clear boundary on the mobile traffic sources we consider in this survey, which
solely concerns datasets collected at the operator’s side of the mobile communication system. Therefore,
works dealing with data gathered on the subscribers’ side, i.e., via dedicated monitors running at the user
equipment, are out of the scope of our review.

Even then, the diversity of the literature is staggering. Mobile traffic analyses can build on datasets
whose nature varies depending on the precise collection point within the operator network, on the amount
of subscribers concerned, and on the duration and timing of the measurement campaign. Different works
can rely on information that describes user position with spatial granularities that range from cell sectors
to whole cities, and with temporal granularities that span from milliseconds to hours. Some datasets may
contain no or minimal notion of the actual service provided to each subscriber (e.g., voice, texting, data),
whereas others may detail the protocols, applications, andURLs involved in each network transaction.
Differences also appear in terms of customer base, geographical and temporal coverage. Fig. 1a portrays
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such heterogeneity, as scatterplots of the main features ofdatasets employed by papers that appeared over
the past decade. It is clear that: (i) the number of subscribers, the geographical surfaces and the timespan
covered by mobile traffic datasets can differ by several orders of magnitude; (ii) there is no clear trend
over time, and the growing number of points, i.e., works, just leads to more diversity; (iii) with one
notable exception1 there is a tendency for each paper to use its own mobile trafficdataset.

Despite these differences, what makes mobile operator dataunique is that they typically contain
information about hundreds of thousands of customers for whole weeks, as demonstrated by Fig. 1a.
It is precisely the availability of terabytes of data related to large numbers of individuals over long time
periods that makes mobile traffic so appealing to many research communities. The likes of sociologists,
epidemiologists, physicists, transportation or telecommunication experts see in mobile network operators’
datasets a clear opportunity to bring their analyses to an unprecedented scale while retaining a sufficient
level of detail. No traditional data collection technique can offer a comparable perspective on human
activities, and this fact alone is sufficient to explain the dramatic surge in mobile traffic studies over the
last few years. As shown in Fig. 1b, the number of papers carrying out mobile traffic analyses was nearly
at zero in 2005. Since then, it has been swelling at a 90% compound annual growth rate.

One of the main causes behind the success of mobile traffic analyses is the increasing availability of
datasets. Mobile operators have been always monitoring mobile traffic in their network, for troubleshoot-
ing, efficiency, and billing purposes. However, they have been traditionally very cautious about sharing
the collected data. This trend is now changing, also thanks to seminal works that proved how mobile
traffic data can be an extremely valuable asset for fundamental research with a return for the operators
themselves.

Not only the latter appear today more prone to open their datato the wider research community, but, in
some cases, they are even fostering fundamental and appliedresearch on mobile traffic through targeted
challenges. Significant examples are the Data for Development (D4D) Challenge by Orange2, whose
second edition is ongoing at this time, and the Telecom Italia Big Data Challenge3. In these initiatives,
mobile operators publicly disclose datasets of mobile traffic, and ask the community to carry out analyses
that can answer specific societal challenges.

The impact of operators’ challenges is notable. In Fig. 1b, we mark the dates of the main international
venue dedicated to mobile traffic analysis, i.e., NetMob4. The jump in the number of publications ob-
served in early 2013 corresponds to the 2013 edition of that conference, where the results of the first D4D
Challenge were presented. This gives a rather clear idea of how similar initiatives can prompt research
activities in the field. An event like NetMob is also interesting in that it captures the heterogeneity of
applications of mobile traffic analysis. Sessions span overmany domains, from transportation systems to
graph theory, from health to privacy, from social structures to network management.

The aim of this manuscript is to provide an introductory guide to the state of the art in mobile traffic
analysis. To the best of our knowledge, there exists only two, very recent, previous effort in that direction.
Shanget al. [1] provide an overview of several works that collect and employ cellular phone data for
studies on social networks, mobility, monitoring and estimation, or business applications. Blondelet
al. [2] compile a significantly more extensive review of resultson the analysis of mobile phone datasets,
considering research on social networks, mobility, geography, urban planning, help towards development,
and security. We believe that our survey extends both these works, introducing more comprehensive
classification and discussion. On the one hand, we include inour study the vast literature on networking
analyses that is neglected in previous reviews, and which isof capital interest to technology-oriented
(e.g., computer science, telecommunications, engineering) research communities. On the other hand, we

1The larger circle in Fig. 1a maps to the fourty-some papers using the Data for Development (D4D) Challenge dataset, presented
later in this section.

2http://www.d4d.orange.com
3http://www.telecomitalia.com/tit/en/bigdatachallenge/
4http://www.netmob.org/
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Figure 2: Simplified architecture of the cellular network encompassing different 2G, 3G and LTE tech-
nologies, and positions of probes for passive monitoring.

provide a compact treatise, focusing on major findings and methodologies rather than discussing sample
results; in the same perspective, we also include per-category tables that provide an immediate guidance
through the many and varied works on mobile traffic analysis,by summarizing the nature of datasets they
employ, and the popularity and intertwining of research topics they address.

The document is structured as follows. We start by introducing, in Sec. 2, some basic notions about
mobile traffic datasets, discussing current solutions for their collection and anonymization. Sec. 3 presents
an overview of our proposed classification of mobile traffic analyses. Specifically, we separate the litera-
ture into four main categories, which are thoroughly surveyed in Sec. 4–6. A general discussion, includ-
ing outtakes and pointers to main open issues, is then provided in Sec. 7. Finally, we draw conclusions in
Sec. 8.

2 Mobile traffic data collection

The scope of this survey encompasses works dealing with datacollected by probes that record traffic at
different locations within the cellular network infrastructure5, whose architecture is outlined in Fig. 2.
Such a network grants access to telecommunication servicesand to the Internet by a wide range of de-
vices: not only portable devices carried by mobile users, such as smartphones or tablets, but also meters
or other types of machine-to-machine (M2M) communicating devices, as well as femtocells and cellular-
connected Wi-Fi access points that bring local connectivity without the need for cabling.

2.1 Cellular network architecture: an overview

The network is composed of two main parts: a Radio Access Network (RAN), which provides wireless
access to the individual devices, and a Core Network (CN), which manages all operations needed to

5According to the definition of Smoredaet al. [3], this corresponds topassivemonitoring of mobile traffic, in contrast toactive
collection performed by operator-side platforms that periodically query end devices, typically for positioning information intended
to enable location-based services.
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transfer voice and data among different portions of the RAN as well as to and from external networks,
including the Internet. The RAN is composed of base stations, each in charge of one or multiple cell
sectors that jointly cover the geographical surface the network serves. End devices connect to the base
station overseeing the cell section they are currently located in. Mobile devices may trespass the cell
sector boundaries while exchanging data with the RAN, whichgenerates a handover (HO) event to the
new serving base station. Moreover, cell sectors are clustered into Location Areas (LA)6 that represent
the spatial granularity at which the device position is known at all times by cellular network, and it is thus
used for paging. As a consequence, devices moving to a different LA are required to inform the network
via a location update (LU) event, even if they do not have any ongoing communication at that time.

From a more technical perspective, base stations are referred to as Base Station Subsystem (BSS) and
Radio Network Subsystem (RNS) in 2G (GSM, GPRS, and EDGE) and3G (UMTS and HSPA) archi-
tectures, respectively. In both cases, base stations are composed of separated antennas (Base Transceiver
Station, i.e., BTS, or NodeB) and controlling hardware (Base Station Controller, i.e., BSC, or Radio Net-
work Controller, i.e., RNC). In the LTE architecture, the eNodeB gathers all base station functionalities.

At the CN, and considering 2G and 3G architectures, voice andtexting services are managed via the
Circuit Switched (CS) Core, whereas data (i.e., IP-based) services are handled by the Packet Switched
(PS) Core. The main entities of the CS Core are the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) and the Gateway
MSC (GMSC), which enable voice/text switching within the mobile network and with networks of differ-
ent operators, respectively. In the PS Core, Serving Gateway Support Nodes (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS
Support Node (GGSN) are the interfaces towards the devices and the Internet, respectively, and take care
of packet-switched data transfers. In LTE, new entities areintroduced to form the Evolved Packet Core
(EPC). These manage the device control (Mobility Management Entity, or MME) and data (Serving Gate-
way, or SGW) planes, and interface them with other IP-based networks (Packet Data Network Gateway,
or PGW).

2.2 Mobile traffic probes

Monitoring probes can be deployed at different locations within the architecture described above.
RNC probes, marked asA in Fig. 2, can be used to capture signaling events concerningany Radio Re-
source Control (RRC) operation. This allows to record fine-grained state changes of each device, and
thus to detect device network attach and detach operations,start and conclusion of sessions, HO and LU
events, related to any call, texting, or data transfer activity. Moreover, it allows collecting performance
indicators on data transmission, such as the uplink and downlink throughput experienced by the device.
MSC probes, marked asB in Fig. 2, are similar to RNC probes, in that they can collect similar statistics.
However, as MSCs are located in the CS Core, these probes can only track signalling related to voice and
texting (and not to data traffic). Moreover MSCs control multiple base stations and thus events that are
managed locally by a BSC or RNC (e.g., intra-base station handovers occurring among cell sectors under
control of a same BSC or RNC) are transparent to the probe.
GGSN/PGW probes, marked asC in Fig. 2, tap at links in proximity of data gateways on the PS Core
or EPC7. They record Packet Data Protocol (PDP) Context information on each data traffic session of
every single end device, which necessarily transits by the GGSN/PGW in order to reach external IP
networks (the Internet, typically). PDP Context includes session start and end time, device and user
identifiers, traffic volume, type of service (i.e., transport- and application-layer protocols, class of service
– such as web, email, streaming audio/video – and name of the application in some cases). In addition,
GGSN/PGW probes can associate location information to PDP Context sessions. To that end, the probes

6The notion of Location Area, introduced originally in 2G, evolved with the development of new generations of mobile networks.
Similar concepts, such as Routing and Tracking Area are described in 3G/4G. However, in this paper, we use Location Area as a
generic term, denoting all these different technical definitions

7Many operators have co-located GGSN and PGW, which allows gathering information on 3G and LTE traffic at once [4].
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can, e.g., monitor the authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) procedures triggered by each
PDP Context establishment or update. The messages generated during these procedures are exchanged
over the Gi interface with the Remote Authentication Dial in User Service (RADIUS) Accounting server.
They allow to map the IP address assigned to a device during a session to its IMSI and, more importantly,
to its actual cell. In current network configurations, no information concerning voice or texting activities
can be collected by GGSN/PGW probes.
CGF probes, marked asD in Fig. 2, retrieve data from the Charging Gateway Function.The latter is
responsible of providing Call Detail Records (CDR) information to the billing domain of the mobile
operator, where fees to be charged to the owners of the end devices are determined. It is precisely
CDR that are collected by CGF: these contain start timestamp, duration, and originating cell sector of
each voice, texting and data traffic activity of every device. Less frequently, CDR include additional
information on the last cell sector of the activity and on HO events occurred during the activity.

The probes listed above all have strengths and weaknesses. As a general rule, probes located closer
to the end devices (i.e., following the alphabetical order in Fig. 2) provide a more detailed view of the
mobile traffic, but are more difficult to deploy and often lessdependable in terms of uptime.

As an example, RNC probes deployed at all RNS allow observingall significant events occurring in
the network, and thus provide accurate information about which cell sector each device is at all times8.
This represents the ideal data for any study of user mobilityor mobile traffic consumption. However,
not all RNC equipment is designed to support probes, which, in any case, induce non-negligible com-
putational and storage overhead on the RNC hardware. Moreover, RNCs are geographically distributed,
which forces (i) the deployment and maintenance of a large number of probes9 to cover a significant ge-
ographical area, and (ii) significant additional long-haulcapacity to transfer all events to a central server.

On the contrary, a small number of GGSN/PGW probes deployed at the few data gateways necessary
to cover a whole country allows to monitor mobile traffic muchmore efficiently. In addition, the infor-
mation provided by such probes provides a rather detailed description of the IP traffic generated by each
device, largely sufficient for studies on mobile traffic consumption. On the downside, no voice or texting
data is currently recorded by GGSN/PGW probes. More critically, these probes only yield very approxi-
mated positioning information, updated only at the establishment of the PDP Context by an end device10,
or when the device moves across different SGSN or 2G/3G/LTE coverage areas. The latter events are
quite rare, whereas cell sector changes that trigger HO or even LU events – instead very frequent in cel-
lular networks – are not reported up to GGSN or PGW and thus go unnoticed. As a result, GGSN/PGW
probes often have stale views of device locations.

The tradeoff is shifted in the case of CGF probes. On the one hand, the CDR they collect are readily
available to mobile operators, typically at a single serverfor the whole network, and contain clean, well
formatted information on millions of devices. This made such kind of mobile traffic source extremely
popular in research. In addition, the mobility informationyielded by CDR is more accurate than that
provided by GGSN/PGW probes: despite the fact that CDR only include the starting cell sector of each
activity, they track voice and texting sessions in additionto data ones, which leads to a higher sampling
frequency of device position. Clearly, this also implies that voice and texting behaviors can be studied
using CDR, which is instead not possible with PDP Context data. On the other hand, however, CDR
do not provide any insight on the type of data traffic generated by the devices: the rich information on
protocol- and service-level operations granted by GGSN/PGW probes is lost at CGF probes, which only

8We recall that cell sectors represent the finest spatial granularity achievable by passive monitoring in cellular networks, at
least unless complex triangulations based mechanisms, using transmit power or timing advance information, are performed by the
operator.

9This number can be two orders of magnitude larger than that of, e.g., CGF probes, at comparable geographical coverage.
10This maps to the time at which the device opens a data connection to the network. We remark that, once the connection

established, a device may keep it open even if it switches to an idle state, and thus does not actually transfer data. The device can
then become active again, and generate traffic over the same connection that was never closed. This leads to PDP Contexts that are
not updated for hours even if the devices change location.
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observe traffic volumes.

2.3 Mobile traffic anonymization

Independently of collection location, mobile traffic data contain information on many aspects of sub-
scribers’ life, including their activities, interests, schedules, movement, and preferences. It is precisely
the possibility of accessing to such information at unprecedented scales that proves of critical importance
for studies in many and varied research fields.

However, accessing such a rich source also raises concerns about potential infringements of the pri-
vacy rights of mobile customers: among others, individualscan be identified, their movements can be
tracked, and their mobile traffic can be monitored. As a result, regulators have been working on laws
intended to protect the privacy of mobile users. As an example, the European Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC mandates that all mobile traffic datasets be anonymized so that no individual is identifiable, be-
fore any cross-processing can be run on the data. Moreover, Directive 2002/58/EC states that anonymized
data shall be analyzed only for the time necessary to providethe intended value-added service.

However, directives such as those above do not indicate any precise anonymization technique or
privacy preservation model to be adopted during or after data collection. The reason is that there is still a
high degree of uncertainty on this subject. On the one hand, there are many different notions of privacy
that are not necessarily subset of each other, such as k-anonymity [5], l-diversity [6], t-closeness [7], and
differential privacy [8], just to cite a well-known few. Which definition should be adopted, and under
which conditions, is open to discussion. On the other hand, current anonymization algorithms aimed
at guaranteeing the different privacy notions above are thought for standard tabular databases of static
attributes, which are quite different in nature from mobiletraffic datasets of subscribers’ spatio-temporal
activity. In fact, even the debate on whether user re-identification represents an actual threat to subscribers
or not is still on-going [9,10].

Overall, no definitive solution exists today to protect mobile users from privacy breaches that represent
a certain risk – in the first place because the latter are not yet clearly defined. The result is that, so far,
operators have considered naive techniques to preserve theprivacy of customers. In most of the previous
works, subscribers are anonymized by replacing their unique identifiers11 with random sequences that
allow to pinpoint a single user but hide his/her actual identity. Several works have focused on the issues
of such an approach, and proposed solutions based on generalization and suppression of data. We refer
the reader to Sec. 6.2.3 for a technical discussion of the topic.

3 Survey organization

The literature on mobile traffic analysis is very heterogeneous – a consequence of the large number of
disciplines for which datasets collected by mobile networkoperators represent an important asset. Struc-
turing the relevant works in a comprehensive way is not trivial: one needs to harmonize research originat-
ing from domains such as physics, sociology, epidemiology,transportation, and, obviously, networking.
At the same time, forcing a neat separation among results obtained in each of such domains is a limiting
approach, which would lose the significant overlaps and reciprocal references existing across disciplines.

Our survey is thus organized around research subjects, eachof which features multidisciplinary con-
tributions. The global outline of the proposed classification is shown in Fig. 3. At the top layer, we
identify three macro-subjects of research at the interfaceof multiple domains: they deal with the analysis
of social, mobility, and network properties, respectively. Then, a hierarchy of topics is developed within
each macro-subject. Below, we provide an overview of the themes addressed across the classification.

11Typically, IMSI, IMEI, or the phone number.
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Figure 3: Proposed classification of the mobile traffic analysis literature, including the spectrum of disci-
plines related to topics.

Social analyses(Sec. 4) investigate the relationships between mobile traffic and a wide set of social
features. The major research focus is on the characterization of the social structure of mobile users’
interactions (Sec. 4.1), and on the study of how demographic, economical, or environmental factors in-
fluence the way users consume mobile services (Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3). We also consider in this category
works that leverage social features, inferred from mobile traffic, for the characterization and mitigation
of disease epidemics (Sec. 4.4).

Mobility analyses(Sec. 5) deal with the extraction of mobility information from mobile traffic. Mobil-
ity is intended here in its broadest acceptation, and includes generic human movements at both individual
or aggregate levels (Sec. 5.1), as well as specialized patterns that concern specific users, e.g., traveling
on transportation systems (Sec. 5.2). We also review in thissection the quite extensive literature on the
dependability of mobile traffic data as a source of mobility information (Sec. 5.3).

Network analyses(Sec. 6) take a more technical perspective, as they are interested in understanding
the dynamics of the mobile traffic demand, and how to evolve the mobile network infrastructure to better
accommodate it. Works in this category thus focus on either the characterization of mobile service usages
(Sec. 6.1) or on the exploitation of such knowledge to deviseimproved technological solutions (Sec. 6.2).

The vast majority of the categories outlined above are interdisciplinary by their own nature. In the
lower portion of Fig. 3, we provide a representation of the relevance of five major research domains to the
different topics of mobile traffic analyses. Relationshipsare necessarily not sharp, but we can remark that
mobility studies are those attracting the highest variety of contributions. Most categories are significant
to two or three disciplines. The only non-multidisciplinary subjects concern the development of novel
solutions for mobile networks: being quite specific and verytechnical topics, it is understandable that
they attract contributions solely from the networking community.

Throughout our discussion of the classification hierarchy in Fig. 3, we try to balance two aspects: (i)
the comprehensive overview of the main results achieved by mobile traffic analyses in the considered
theme, across disciplines; (ii) the introduction to significant details of the methodology adopted to obtain
such results. The former represent the primary output of theresearch activities, and are presented in the
main text. Methodological aspects that go into some technical depth are instead introduced only when
required and in footnote, so as not to break the flow of the text. We thus suggest that readers interested
in grasping fundamental outcomes of state-of-the-art research in mobile traffic analysis go through the
main text, skipping technical footnotes. Readers willing to dig into some detail on a specific subject may
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instead refer to the technical footnotes associated to thattopic.
As a final remark, we report in Fig. 3 the number of the (sub-)section where each classification subject

is addressed, for the reader’s ease of reference.

4 Social analysis

The scale and granularity of social studies has been historically limited by the considerable costs of col-
lecting meaningful data. Extensive, statistically reliable population surveys require significant economic
and organization efforts, may take a long time, and cannot beguaranteed to be free of biases introduced
by the sample selection or survey methodology.

From this perspective, the availability of datasets describing the dynamics of millions, such as those
collected by mobile operators, is a definite game changer. Still, social studies often require information
that is not present in mobile traffic data: the latter is thus complemented with traditional surveys, including
national and regional demographics and statistics, or supplementary personal notions, including users’
age, gender, employment, or revenue.

We identify four main research directions where social studies have enjoyed particular benefit from
mobile traffic analysis. The first is the investigation of thestructure of interactions among mobile sub-
scribers, typically represented as a so-called mobile callgraph. Results on properties and models of
such particular graphs are surveyed in Sec. 4.1. The second subject is the exploration of the interactions
among demographic factors and mobile communications, by means of cross-correlation of mobile traffic
and personal subscriber information databases. The main results on this subject are presented in Sec. 4.2.
The third topic concerns the relationships between the environment, in terms of both geographical and
temporal features, and the communication structure. We review the related works in Sec. 4.3. The fourth
research direction relates to epidemiology, since mobile traffic provides massive information on human
movements and interactions that are critical to better understanding how viral diseases propagate. We
discuss these latter works in Sec. 4.4.

To ease the reader’s access to the studies on his/her topic ofinterest, we give an overview of the
works discussed in this section in Tab. 1. The table also provides a quick access regarding the size and
geographical coverage of the used datasets, as well as information regarding the supplementary data used
in these studies.

4.1 User interactions

Understanding the complex structure of mobile user interactions is a challenging task that has implications
in physics, sociology and also networking, since this knowledge can be used to, e.g., understand service
adoption or anticipate evolutions in the customer base (seealso Sec. 6.2.2 on this subject).

The vast majority of studies on mobile data characterization employ graph representations that allow
adopting well-known analysis techniques issued from graphtheory. We present the main results of these
studies in Sec. 4.1.1. Another significant research line aims at understanding the reasons behind the
structure of such graph representations, and develop so-called graph generative models. Such models can
create synthetic graphs of mobile data whose features mimicthose of graphs extracted from real-world
datasets. Sec. 4.1.2 is dedicated to works in the field of graph generative models.

4.1.1 Mobile call graph properties

Mobile traffic datasets are very often represented asmobile call graphs. A mobile call graphG = (V,E)
is a mathematical structure describing a set of mobile users, which map to the set of verticesV, and
their interactions (i.e., exchanged voice calls or text messages), which correspond to the set of edgesE
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Analysis Dataset Focus

Name Date Operator Area Time Users V T ED FT Di GS GM AG EL EF Ge UL SE EC PC

M
o

b
ile

ca
ll

g
ra

p
h

Nanavati [11] 11/06 – 4 Indian regions 1 month 2.7 M X – From X X X

Doran [12] 12/12 – unknown country 3 weeks (2011) 3 M X – From X X

Onnela [13] 02/07 – European country 18 weeks 7.2 M X – From X X

Lambiotte [14] 09/08 Mobistar Belgium 16 months 2.5 M X X – From X X X

Seshadri [15] 08/08 Sprint 4 USA regions 2 months 2 M X – From X X

Karsai [17] 02/14 – European country 18 weeks 6.2 M X – From X X

Onnela [18] 05/07 – European country 18 weeks 7.2 M X – From X X

Hidalgo [19] 05/08 – unknown country 1 year (2004/05) 2 M X – From X

Miritello [20] 04/13 Telefonica Spain 19 months 20 M X – From X X

Palla [21] 04/07 – – 1 year 4 M X – From X

D
em

o
g

ra
p

h
ic

s

Yang [24] 06/09 – Chinese city 6 months 300 K X Demographic To X

Sarraute [25] 08/14 – Mexico 3 months 500 K X X Demographic To X

Stoica [26] 11/10 Mobistar Belgium 6 months (2006/07) 3.3 M X X – To X

Mehrotra [27] 03/12 – Rwanda 4 years (2005/09) 1.2 K X X Demographic To X

Wang [28] 05/13 Sprint USA 1 month (2010) 20 M X Demographic From X

Brea [29] 08/14 – Mexico 3 months 70 M X X Demographic From X

Blondel [30] 03/08 Mobistar Belgium 6 months 2.04 M X X Demographic From X X

Toomet [31] 05/12 – Tallin (Estonia) 1 year (2009) 32 K X X From X X

Morales [32] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Demographic From X

Bucicovschi [33] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Demographic From X

Soto [34] 06/11 – City in Latin America 6 months (2010) 500 K X X Demographic From X

Smith [35] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X
Economic
indicators

From X X

Mao [36] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X
Economic
indicators

From X X

Wakita [37] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X – From X X

Fajebe [38] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Commodity prices From X

Lim [39] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X
Economic
indicators

From X

Frias-Martinez [40] 01/12 Telefonica City in Latin America 6 months 500 K X X Demographic From X

Krings [41] 05/13 – Brazil 2 months 6 M X X Employment details From X X

E
nv

ir
o

n
m

en
t

Onnela [42] 04/11 – European country 1 month 3.4 M X X – To X X

Krings [43] 07/09 Mobistar Belgium 6 months (2006) 2.5 M X User billing address To X

Schmitt [44] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X – From X

Eagle [45] 08/09 – African country 4 years (2005/08) 1.4 M X Regional census From X X X

Almeida [46] 09/99 Telecel Lisbon 3 days (1997) – X – From X

Soto [47] 06/11 Telefonica Madrid and Barcelona 1 month (2009) 3 M X X Land usage From X

Trestian [48] 11/09 – 5000 km2 1 week 281 K X Data traffic From X X

Vieira [49] 08/10 Telefonica 2 metropolis 4 months 1 M X – From X

Pulselli [50] 06/08 Telecom Italia Milan, Italy 2 months (2004) – X – From X X

Naboulsi [51] 04/14 Orange Abidjan, Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 18 K X X – From X X

Girardin [52] 10/08 Telecom Italia Rome, Italy 3 months (2006) – X X – From X X

Candia [53] 07/08 – 230400 km2 – – X – From X

Calabrese [54] 11/10 AirSage Boston 6 weeks (2009) 1 M X X Event list From X

Dixon [55] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X – From X

Gowan [56] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Event list From X

Bagrow [57] 03/11 – European country 3 years 10 M X X Event list From X X

Linardi [58] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Event list From X

E
p

id
em

ic
s

Wesolowski [59] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Health surveys From X

Enns [60] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Demographic From X

Gavric [61] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Health surveys From X

Baldo [62] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Demographic From X

Ndie [63] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Health surveys From X

Chunara [64] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Health surveys From X

Azman [65] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X
Health and meteo

surveys
From X X

Tizzoni [66] 09/11 Orange 3 countries – 6.8 M X Demographic From X X

Frias-Martinez [67] 05/12 Telefonica Mexico 6 months (2009) 1 M X Health surveys From X

Frias-Martinez [68] 09/11 Telefonica Mexican city 6 months (2009) 2.4 M X Health surveys From X X

Saravanan [69] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Health surveys From X X X

Leidig [70] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Health surveys From X X

Kafsi [71] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X Demographic From X X X

Lima [72] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X – From X X

Table 1: Main features of works that leverage mobile traffic data for social analysis. In the analysis
columns, date is in MM/YY format. In the dataset columns, V isvoice, T is texting, and ED is comple-
mentary external data. In the focus columns, FT indicates ifthe paper studies social properties appearing
in the dataset (From) or the impact of societal issues on mobile phone data (To), Di is mobile call graph
distributions, GS is graph structure, GM is graph generative models, AG is age and gender, EL is ethnicity
and language, EF is economic factors, Ge is geography, UL is urbanization and land use, SE is special
events, EC is epidemics characterization, PC is epidemics prevention and control.
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connecting pairs of vertices. This generic definition can accommodate a number of variations, depending
on whether, e.g., edges are directed or undirected, weighted or unweighted, or subject to filtering rules.

In fact, there is no unique definition of a mobile call graph, and a variety of alternatives is found in
the literature, as presented next. However, independentlyof the graph construction methodology, there
exists a limited set of metrics that yield most of the significant information about the mobile call graph
structure. We employ these metrics to classify relevant works in the following.
Degree distribution. The vertex degree distribution is the statistical distribution of the number of ver-
tices connected by edges to a single other vertex. It conveysinformation about the basic structure of
communications among mobile users.

In a seminal work, Nanavatiet al. [11] construct an unweighted directed graph, which preserves the
caller-callee relationship (as edges point to the latter),but loses any information on the number or duration
of interactions between pairs of users (as edges do not depend on the intensity of the interactions). The
authors observe that the in- and out-degree of vertices12 both follow power law distributions13. The
parametrization of the power law is however different for the in- and out-degree, with an exponent taking
values between 2.7 and 2.9 for the in-degree, and between 1.5and 2 for the out-degree. Nevertheless, the
correlation between the two metrics at a same node is strong,implying that mobile users that call more
people also tend to be called by a larger set of individuals. However, vertices with a very high in-degree
(e.g., customer service numbers) or out-degree (e.g., salesmen) lose that correlation. Similar conclusions
are drawn by Doranet al. [12], although with slightly different power law parameters (an exponent of
3.41 for the in-degree and 2.63 for the out-degree).

The node degree power law distribution seems to be consistent over different modeling choices, as
shown in [13], where the authors consider amutualmobile call graph, with an undirected edge connecting
two vertices if at least one reciprocated pair of calls was exchanged between the corresponding users. In
this graph, the notions of in- and out-degree coincide, and the node degree is characterized by a power
law with a much faster decay, an exponent of 8.4, implying that the number of high-degree vertices is
much lower than that measured when including one-way interactions.

In yet another different approach, Lambiotteet al. [14] consider aconstrainedmobile call graph,
where an undirected edge connects two vertices if a minimum number of reciprocated calls exists between
the corresponding users during a given time period. Specifically, the authors consider that at least 6
reciprocated calls must be present in a 6-month dataset for the relative edge to be present. The vertex
degree distribution follows a power law in this case as well,with an exponent of 5.0. Yet, the results
indicate that the power law models accurately only the tail of the empirical distribution, but not its head.
A similar conclusion is drawn by Seshadriet al. [15] on multiple versions of an undirected mobile call
graph. The authors consider both unweighted and weighted versions of the graph, with two types of edge
weights: the total call duration between the pair of users, and the total number of calls they exchanged.
In all cases, power laws are found to fit the tail of the degree distributions, but not the head. Instead, a
Double Pareto Log Normal (DPLN) distribution14 yields a good fit for the full vertex degree range.
Other power law distributions. Power laws characterize not only the tail of the vertex degree distribu-
tion, but other features of mobile call graphs as well. A firstexample is that of edge weights, as shown by
Karsaiet al. [17] in undirected weighted graphs, with the edge weight representing the number of calls
between pairs of users. However, Onnelaet al.[13] find that a different weight definition, the total call du-
ration between two users, can introduce a cutoff in the distribution, leading to an exponentially-truncated
power law15.

12The in-degree of a vertex,din, is the number of directed edges that end at the vertex. Equivalently, out-degree of a vertex,
dout, is the number of directed edges that originate at the vertex.

13Denoting asd the in- or out-degree, thenP (d) ∼ d−γ , where the exponentγ is inversely proportional to the presence of
highly connected vertices (also referred to ashubs) in the graph.

14The DPLN distribution is a mixture of lognormal distributions. Its complete formulation is rather complex, and, for thesake of
brevity, we do not provide it here. A detailed discussion is provided in [16].

15Denoting asw the edge weight, thenP (w) ∼ w−γe−w/k, wherek is the weight at which the exponential cutoff occurs, i.e.,
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A second case is that of spatio-temporal properties. Karsaiet al. [17] disaggregate the mobile call
graph over time, and study the users’ activity rate, i.e., the probability of a vertex to be involved in
an interaction at each unit time. They find the distribution of the activity rate to be heavy-tailed, with an
exponent of 2.8. On the spatial side, Lambiotteet al.[14] associate geographical information from billing
ZIP codes to the vertices of the graph, and find that a power-law gravity model16 well approximates the
probability that two mobile users living at a given distanceare connected in the graph, i.e., call each other.
Assortativity. A graph is assortative if its vertices tend to connect to other vertices with similar degree.
This property, also known as assortative mixing, is typicalof social networks. On the contrary, in a
disassortative network high-degree nodes tend to connect to low-degree ones and vice versa.

In the case of directed mobile call graphs, Nanavatiet al. [11] show that assortative mixing is only
present for the in-degree, whereas the out-degree graph is even weakly disassortative. Undirected graphs
appear instead to be always assortative, as shown by Onnelaet al. [13].

In [13], the authors extend the assortativity analysis to edge weights, comparing the average weight
of a vertex’s edges to that of its neighbors. The outcome is dependent on the definition of edge weight:
the graph is weight-assortative if edges are associated with the number of calls exchanged by mobile user
pairs, but it is not in case total call durations are used as edge weights.
Structural role of vertices and edges.Several studies have focused on the identification of vertices and
edges that are especially important within the structure ofthe mobile call graph, so as to pinpoint mobile
users and calling interactions that play key roles in the communication network.

The PageRank17 algorithm is used by Nanavatiet al. [11] to assess the importance of vertices in the
mobile call graph. The results show that the rank, i.e., importance, of a user is tightly correlated to the
in-degree of its vertex, or, in other words, to the volume of calls it receives.

Onnelaet al. [13] focus on the importance of edges, rather than vertices.Specifically, they map
edge significance to the role that an edge plays in maintaining the mobile graph structure robust, i.e., well
connected. They find that several measures allow to rank edges according to their importance for the graph
robustness: removing edges with the lowest weight, the lowest overlap18, or the highest betweenness
centrality19 results in a rapid disintegration of the graph. In a follow-up, Onnelaet al. [18] delve deeper
into the relevance of the edge weight, which they name the strength of the tie between a pair of users.
Interestingly, they find that the weight is correlated to thelogical positioning of the edge within the mobile
graph structure. High-weight edges, i.e., strong ties, connect members of a same community, whereas
weak ties tend to build links among communities. This explains why weak ties are critical to the graph
connectivity. The result is confirmed in a recent work by Karsai et al. [17].

Instead, Doranet al. [12] are only in partial agreement with the conclusion above. They rank edges
according to their outlying behavior, i.e., how significantly the edge weight and overlap18 deviate from
the mean value in the graph, either positively or negatively. Their results suggest that the mobile call
graph is composed of well-connected communities featuringnon-outlying edges. These communities are
kept together by a backbone of outlying edges.

for which it becomes very unlikely to find edges. In [13],γ = 1.9 whereask is equal to3.4 · 105 s, implying that reciprocated
calls lasting more than 30 minutes/week are rare.

16The gravity model commends that a measure decreases as a power of distance. Denoting asdij the geographical distance
between mobile usersi andj, their probability to be connected isP (dij) ∼ d−γ

ij . In [14], γ = 2.
17PageRank is a random-walk-based algorithm used to rank webpages in the Google search engine. PageRank computes the rank

r(i) of a vertexi asr(i) = q/N + (1 − q)
∑

j:j→i r(j)/dout(j), whereN is the total number of vertices in the graph,j → i

indicates an edge fromj to i, dout(j) is the out-degree of vertexj, and1− q is thedamping factor, i.e., the probability to stop the
random walk and start it again at a random graph vertex – the latter being modeled by the termq/N .

18The overlap of an edge connecting two verticesi andj is defined asoij = nij/[(d(i)− 1) + (d(j)− 1)− nij ], whered(i)
is the degree of vertexi, andnij is the number of neighbors common toi andj.

19The betweenness centrality of an edge connecting verticesi and j is defined asbij =
∑

v∈V

∑

w∈V/v σvw(i, j)/σvw,
whereσvw(i, j) is the number of shortest paths between verticesv andw that traverse the(i, j) edge, andσvw is the total number
of shortest paths betweenv andw.
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Finally, Hidalgo and Rodriguez-Sickert [19] identify a relationship among the importance of vertices
and edges in the mobile call graph structure. They measure the former as the vertex degree and the latter
as the frequency with which an edge appears in the graph, i.e.edge persistence, and find that low-degree
vertices tend to create more persistent edges.
Cluster structure. Real-world networks typically have non random organizations that are the outcome
of, e.g., social interactions, or spatio-temporal constraints. As a result, their vertices and edges build
precise internal structures that are not found in random graphs.

A classical feature of real-world networks is the presence of clusters, i.e. groups of vertices that are
more tightly connected with each other than with other vertices in the graph. A typical metric for the
level of clustering in a graph is the clustering coefficient20. Nanavatiet al. [11] and Onnelaet al. [13]
measure the average clustering coefficient of either directed or undirected mobile call graphs, and find
it to be similar to that of many other empirical networks thathave non-random structures. Lambiotteet
al. [14] add a geographical dimension to the analysis, by studying the distribution distances between ZIP
areas of mobile users whose vertices form a triangle in the mobile call graph. They find that triangles are
typically characterized by shorter geographical distances and, incidentally, call durations.

Another measure of the cluster structure within a graph is the presence of cliques, i.e. complete sub-
graphs in which all the nodes are connected to each other. Onnela et al. [13] confirm that this feature
holds in mobile call graphs as well, as the number of cliques they observe is much more important than
what expected in a random graph.
Temporal dynamics. A few studies have considered the evolution of mobile call graphs over time.
Miritello et al. [20] perform a massive study on the evolution of an individual’s mobile call graph, using
a 19-month dataset covering more than 20 million mobile customers in Spain. The authors show that
subscribers tend to renew their social circle slowly, as more than 75% of the ties remain active over the
full timespan of the dataset. Moreover, a conservation principle of the social network size is observed,
with a very similar number of activated and deactivated tiesper individual. The results are also related
to user demographics, since male users display larger social circles than women, and younger users
have more contacts than older ones. Pallaet al. [21] complement these results, by showing that large
groups persist in time even in the presence of important membership turnovers, while small groups have
a significant lifetime only if their composition remains unchanged.

4.1.2 Mobile call graph models

The natural step beyond the characterization of a complex network is the definition of models that capture
its most significant properties. This has been the case with,e.g., classical models of the Internet or World
Wide Web, such as Jellyfish [22] and Bow-Tie [23] models. A correct model of the mobile call graph has
a number of applications, including: (i) explaining the generative process behind the formation of mobile
call graph structures; (ii) creating call interaction networks from synthetic populations of mobile users;
(iii) anticipating the evolution of the mobile demand.
Treasure-Hunt model. Nanavatiet al. [11] were the first to propose a model of directed mobile call
graphs. Their Treasure-Hunt model divides graph vertices into three groups, depending on whether they
belong to the graph strongly connected component (SCC), areable to reach such a component (IN), or are
reached by it (OUT). It then tells apart edges that connect IN-IN (entry), IN-SCC (in-tunnel), SCC-SCC
(maze), SCC-OUT (out-tunnel), OUT-OUT (treasure), or IN-OUT (shortcut) pairs. The Treasure-Hunt
model is shown to fit the directed mobile call graphs from mobile traffic datasets collected in four different
regions.

20The clustering coefficient of a vertexi is defined asci = 2ti/di(di − 1), wheredi is the degree ofi andti is the number of
triangles to whichi belongs. The average clustering coefficient of a graph is theaverage of allci’s.
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Lognormal multiplicative process. Seshrandiet al. [15] propose a method to build a synthetic mo-
bile call graph, by studying the generative process of such agraph. To that end, the authors leverage
datasets from two different time periods, and study the evolution of the user population and interactions.
They conclude that the temporal growth of the graph follows alognormal multiplicative process, al-
ready successfully used to model income distributions. Lognormal multiplicative processes result in the
DPLN distributions that the authors found to characterize the vertex degree distributions, as discussed in
Sec. 4.1.1.
Migration model. Lambiotteet al. [14] argue that classical models neglect the geographical distances
associated to edges present in mobile traffic datasets. Theythus propose a generative model where vertices
are represented by agents, which can migrate from one regionto another. Upon migration, an agent can
either maintain its previous edges, or create new ones with vertices in the new region it moved to. The
authors show that the migration model captures the geographical diversity of triangles in the graph, which
are mostly composed of short-distance edges, yet at time include long-distance edges, as mentioned in
Sec. 4.1.1.

4.2 Demographics

The most direct usage of mobile traffic for sociology purposes is probably the study of how communica-
tion and mobile device usage patterns relate to demographics. A number of such factors can be expected
to shape the behavior of mobile users, including, e.g., their age, gender, and interpersonal ties. Below, we
review the main studies that focus on such issues.
Age and gender.Age and gender are among the primary features from demography that play a major
role in defining the behavior of a user. This was first indicated by Yanget al.[24], in an early study where
they unveil a strong correlation between social and demographic elements. Using a six-month mobile
traffic dataset covering a large Chinese city, and mixing it with subscribers’ age and gender information,
the authors find outthat people in the same age group communicate among them more often and for a
much longer time, a result that holds throughout all age classes. Gender also plays a significant role, the
results showing that calls between female users have a much longer duration than calls between male
users.

Sarrauteet al. [25] confirm the age homophily at a country scale, considering 500,000 users over the
entire Mexico. However, cultural differences seem to play an important role on gender-related patterns,
as men make more and longer calls than women in Mexico, i.e., the opposite of what happens in PRC.
Gender impact on mobile communications has been further investigated in a number of other countries.
Stoicaet al. [26] study an even larger dataset of 3 million subscribers inBelgium, and show once again
differences between genders, with average call duration longer for women. Mehrotraet al. [27] outline
that gender also affects intra-day and inter-day calling dynamics in Rwanda. Specifically, they prove
women to call much more than men at nighttime, whereas the trend is reversed during daytime. Gender
differences also emerge with respect to special events, with women increasing their activity in proximity
of, e.g., Valentine’s Day or political elections, and men doing the same during Year’s End holidays.

The significant impact of demographic factors on phone usageimplicitly invites to develop techniques
to automatically infer personal data of mobile subscribersfrom their calling profiles. Wanget al. [28]
identify social characteristics like the age group, incomelevel, and residential region of 20 million indi-
viduals, by leveraging homophily properties of the mobile call graph in combination with ground-truth
data on a small user subset. The accuracy is in the 70-80% range in all cases. A similar approach is
adopted by Breaet al. [29], who focus on age prediction of 74 million Mexican citizens. By using the
correlation between demographic properties of users that are connected in the mobile call graph, the
authors successfully classify up to 72% of the population into four age categories.
Ethnicity and language. In addition to genetic characteristics, also social features characterizing large
groups of individuals have attracted significant attentionin terms of mobile traffic analyses. In this per-
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spective, most works have addressed the problem of recognizing ethnic groups from the network data,
and understanding their properties and dynamics.

In a seminal work, Blondelet al. [30] analyse mobile traffic of 2 million users in Belgium, and
show that the two main ethnic groups in the country, i.e., Walloons and Flemish, can be clearly inferred
from the mobile call graph. To that end, they extract communities, i.e., sets of subscribers with strong
communication ties between each other and with weaker connections to individuals outside the set. The
problem of community detection, computationally expensive to solve in large graphs, is addressed by
proposing an original technique, calledLouvain method21, which has hence risen to become the standard
approach for community detection in all types of large datasets, not necessarily limited to mobile traffic.

Toometet al. [31] study a mobile traffic dataset of Tallinn, Estonia, and identify two separate ethnic
groups in the city. In addition, they investigate the spatial segregation between the two communities, and
find that, while segregation exists in residential and work neighborhoods, the rest of the activities, e.g.,
shopping or entertainment, take place in a virtually non-segregated environment.

Moraleset al. [32] separate22 ethnic communities in Ivory Coast. Linguistic identity plays, rather
unsurprisingly, a fundamental role in the ethnical separation. Also, mobile communication is shown to
occur by preference within ethnic groups. An equivalent analysis is carried out by Bucicovschiet al.[33]
in the same country, using a spatial approach23. The results confirm those above, as they show a general
geographical correlation between the presence of mobile communication groups and the distribution of
languages.
Economic factors. The socio-economic status of subscribers is characterizedby three main factors:
income, education and occupation. If measured at an individual level, these measures can indicate the
role the person plays in the society. If averaged over a certain population, they are an important instrument
to measure the development of a country or a region.

Sotoet al. [34] define a comprehensive list of 279 mobile user features,and use machine learning
methods to show that the economic levels of a customer can be predicted with an accuracy higher than
80% with only 38 such features24. As the result is obtained by still combining a quite large number
of features, Smithet al. [35] argue that such a micro-measurement approach is too complicated and may
lack transparency in the end. Therefore, the latter authorsalso use machine learning techniques, but target
regions rather than individuals, and limit their analysis to four properties only: the sum of communication
flows between the regions, the gravity residuals25, the diversity26, and the introversion27. They show that
a limited training sample, as low as 10% of the total mobile traffic data, allows determining the poverty
index of Ivory Coast regions, although the spatial granularity can be improved significantly with more
complete training. In fact, correlations between poverty and mobile traffic on a per-region basis can
be also found using simpler metrics, e.g., the volume of outgoing calls. Indeed, Maoet al. [36] find a
negative relationship of the latter with economic indicators such as the poverty rate and annual income

21The Louvain method is a scalable heuristic based on modularity, i.e., a benefit function designed to measure the strengthof
a possible partition of a network into components. The Louvain method efficiently detects communities through an iterative two-
steps process, repeated until the maximum modularity is achieved: the first step aims at optimizing the modularity locally, while
the second step aggregates the nodes in the same community tocreate a new network.

22In [32], individual trajectories and language maps are employed to draw ethnical links among users. Then, aK-means cluster-
ing is run on the resulting graph, so as to identify the groupsof users sharing strong interactions of ethnical nature.K-means is a
partitional clustering algorithm that allows separating aset of items intoK disjoint categories.

23In [33], a combination of gravity and Potts models is employed. A q-state Potts model is a spin model used to represent
multi-body systems in statistical mechanics, and has important applications in segmentation problems.

24Key features include the number of weekly calls, the reciprocity of communication, the median of total number of calls, the
individual area of influence, the radius of gyration, the total number of towers used, and the traveled distance.

25The gravity residuals are the errors between the real and estimated flows among each pair of regionsu andv. The latter is
Fuv = gmumv/d2uv . There,g is a constant,mu is the population of regionu, andduv is the euclidean distance between the
centroids of regionsu andv.

26Considering vij to be the fraction of regioni flow that goes to regionj, the diversity of i is ∆(i) =
−

∑

j vij log(vij) log(vij )/ log(ki), whereki represents the number of regions to which regioni is connected.
27The introversion of a regioni is I(i) = fii/

∑

j 6=i fij , wherefij is the flow between regionsi andj.
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of 19 regions in Ivory Coast. The authors explain this resultby the fact that the communication fee
is generally paid by the initiator of the call, and people in richer regions have greater means to start a
call. Also, by exploring communities in the mobile call graph of each region, they show that rich areas
have a tendency to split in many small communities, whereas poor areas display less heterogeneity and
segregation in the communication patterns.

Wakitaet al.[37] use mobile traffic to determine the industrialization level and the economic status of
different regions in Ivory Coast. The authors first identifylarge cities as hubs of antennas with high social
tie strength28. Then, they use time series of the average daily human activity to tell apart residential,
working, and mixed zones in urban and non-urban areas. Theirresults show that the economy of cities
in Ivory Coast is still largely dependent on agriculture, asurban areas do not show a clear separation of
residential and working zones, except for the capital city,Abidjan. Further proofs are provided by Fajebe
et al. [38], who find positive correlations between the mobile communication volume and the availability
of commodities such as coffee, cocoa or palm oil in differentregions of the same country.

Original metrics and tools have also been introduced in the attempt to fill the gap between mobile
communications and economic development. Limet al. [39] propose the concept ofsocial capital, i.e., a
series of social attributes with an economic impact. Using classical clustering approaches on the mobile
call graph, the authors show that communities of mobile users with similar social capital can be found
in the Ivory Coast population. Similarly, Frias-Martinezet al. [40] propose a tool namedCenCellthat
infers the socio-economic level of mobile subscribers fromthe behavioral patterns obtained from their call
records. CenCell attains 50% to 70% accuracy, depending on the classification type. On a related note,
Krings et al. [41] leverage community detection techniques29 in mobile traffic datasets so as to identify
business leaders in the Brazilian economic system. The authors analyse the mobile communications of
6 million business subscribers working in 334,000 companies in Brazil, and individuate companies and
their leaders with a 70% accuracy.

4.3 Environment

Not only the demographics aspects, but also the geographical and social environment where users re-
side affects their mobile communication patterns. Below, we summarize the main results concerning
prominent environmental features that have an impact on mobile traffic.
Geographical distance.Geographical locations can induce important biases on manyhuman habits, and
telecommunication patterns are no exception. In a seminal work, Onnelaet al. [42] focus on the most
basic geographical property, i.e., physical distance. Using a one-month, country-wide dataset, they assign
to each of the 3.4 million subscribers a geographical coordinate, corresponding to the base station they
use the most. By studying the mobile call graph at the light ofthe distance of each user pair, they find
that the probability of a tie, i.e., mobile contact, betweentwo users follows a power law with respect to
their distance30. Interestingly, the tie strength, the call volume between the two users, is shown not to
vary with distance.

Analyzing the communities in the mobile call graph also allows Onnelaet al. [42] to unveil the geo-
graphical properties of groups of individuals who maintainan important communication activity among
themselves. The geographical span31 of a community is found to depend on the size of the community:

28The strength of a social tie between two antennasi andj is computed aswij = cij/(pipj), wherecij represents the number
of calls made between the antennas, andpi is the estimated population covered by antennai.

29In [41], the authors employ the Louvain method to tell apart companies and sub-groups in each company. They then use an
original metric of leadership, suggesting that leaders arenot necessarily the users who communicate the most, but those who have
ties with entities in all sub-companies, and that are also tightly linked to each other.

30Denoting asl the distance between a user pair, then the probability of a tie between the two users isP (l) ∼ l−γ , where
γ = 1.5 in [42]. This means that a vast majority of communications are geographically bounded, yet there exists a heavy tailof
long-distance ties.

31The geographical span of a communityC is an indicator of how spread out are then members of the community, and is defined
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it is almost constant at around 50 km for communities with less than 30 users, then it sharply increases
over 100 km for larger communities.

Krings et al. [43] group mobile customers by their billing address, and obtain a communication net-
work between 571 cities in Belgium. By studying this graph, the authors show that inter-city communi-
cation follows a gravity model32. This result thus corroborates that mobile communication distance tends
to be heavy tailed. On a related aspect, Schmittet al. [44] also suggest that the average call duration
increases as the inter-subscriber distance increases.
Urbanization and land use. Living in an urban or rural environment yields sociologicaldifferences
that reflect on mobile traffic. Eagleet al. [45] use four years of mobile traffic data collected over a whole
country to study the differences emerging between urban andrural users. The authors find that subscribers
in urban areas communicate 50% more and with more people thanthose in rural areas, although the latter
have, on average, longer conversations with their interlocutors. Schmittet al. [44] complement these
results, showing that some segregation exists between urban and rural regions, as users in rural zones
tend to communicate more among them than with individuals living in cities. These trends do not change
when considering migrations among the two types of areas: Eagle et al. [45] show that the call volume
of individuals moving in urban areas increases, while the call volume towards the rural region of origin
decreases.

In the urban context, several studies found a significant relationship between land use, i.e., the type
of activity a geographical area is destined to, and mobile traffic in the region. In an early work, Almeida
et al. [46] group base stations in Lisbon according to the land use of the area where each base station
is located. They then study mobile traffic within the different groups, and find its temporal evolution
to be similar in residential and suburban areas. Areas including major transport arteries yield instead a
diverse temporal profile. Sotoet al. [47] confirm that the nature of mobile traffic depends on the local
land use, by adopting a reverse approach: they cluster33 base stations on their traffic volume, and find the
resulting groups to be associated to work, residential, hybrid, nightlife, and leisure regions – which are
thus characterized by unique traffic profiles. As a result, also mobile traffic hotspots, i.e., high-activity
locations, depend on land use. Trestianet al. [48] identify day, noon, evening and night hotspots in a
metropolitan region, and find them to be correlated with the nature of the geographical area they reside
in. Similarly, Vieiraet al.[49] show how base stations in downtown undergo heavy loads during mornings
of weekdays, whereas base stations in commercial and business areas become hotspots during the rest of
the weekdays. In the weekend, hotspots appear around commercial and business centers in the morning
and afternoon, and at commercial and night life areas in the evening and at night.

The difference in the spatial distribution of mobile trafficbetween working days and weekends is
recorded by other works as well. Pulselliet al. [50] employ geographical plots of the aggregate daily
demand in Milan, Italy, and note activity to be concentratedin the city center during weekdays, and
in peripheral residential areas during weekends. Similar behaviors are found in considerably different
environments, such as Abidjian, Ivory Coast, as discussed by Naboulsiet al. [51]. Again, land use
appears to be a main explanation: as an example, Girardinet al. [52] detect a high level of activity close
to the train station in Rome, Italy, during weekdays, whereas significant mobile traffic is generated during
the weekends around the Colosseum, a major tourist attraction of the city.
Special events.Human-inhabited environments often feature special events that induce unusual mobile
communication patterns. Events such as political happenings (e.g., elections or manifestations), enter-
tainment occasions (e.g., concerts, sports games), and accidents (e.g., power outages or exception road

asD = 1

n

∑

i∈C

√

(x̃− xi)2 + (x̃− yi)2, where(x̃, ỹ) are the coordinates of the community geographical center, and (xi, yi)
are the geographical coordinates of a useri belonging to the community.

32The gravity model defines the communication intensitycij between two citiesi andj ascij = pαi p
β
j /d

γ
ij , wherepi is the

population of cityi, anddij is the geographical distance betweeni andj. In [43], γ = 2.
33The authors applyK-means, withK chosen by a stopping rule maximizing the ratio of the inter-cluster to intra-cluster dis-

tances.
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congestion) can produce anomalies in the cellular access network load, which can be detected by, e.g.,
clustering the spatiotemporal dynamics of mobile traffic. An early attempt is that by Candiaet al. [53],
who propose to detect anomalous events by measuring the gap between the current and mean number of
calls occurring within groups of closely-located base stations. They find the methodology to be highly
sensible to the gap threshold. Similar approaches have beentaken, more recently, by Calabreseet al.[54]
and Dixonet al.[55]: both leverage large variations in mobile traffic volumes to identify large-scale social
events, national holidays, or power network outages. The former authors can even track back the origin
location of crowds participating to events taking place in Boston, MA, USA.

More complex techniques for special event detection have also been proposed. Gowanet al. [56] use
a hierarchical clustering technique to isolate the specialcommunication patterns emerging during soccer
games. Naboulsiet al. [51] introduce a dedicated framework to detect general outlying behaviors, based
on the hourly geographical variations of mobile traffic. Theauthors can detect a number of special events,
including national holidays, political happenings, and sport events.

Attention has also been paid to events that are not the resultof social behaviors, but of natural or
human-caused disaster situations. In an extensive study, Bagrowet al.[57] focus on emergency situations.
Using a dataset covering 10 million users for two years, the authors select four such events occurring in
the target region: a bombing, a plane crash, a mild earthquake, and a power outage. The mobile traffic
activity following these events is compared with that of regular days, as well as with that recorded in
presence of special planned events, such as concerts and festivals. While all the special events, both
emergency and non-emergency, result in increased call volumes over the typical patterns, the mobile
activity growth is immediate for actual emergencies, and more gradual for planned events. Moreover, the
magnitude of the increase is correlated with the severity ofthe event: the bombing results in the highest
number of calls, followed by the plane crash, the earthquakeand the blackout. Diversity emerges also
from a geographical perspective: in all cases, the activitychange is the highest in proximity of the event
epicenter, and exponentially decays with distance. When communication hops in the mobile call graph
are considered, major emergencies propagate farther away from the epicenter: the activity following
the bombing and plane crash events is shown to quickly reach three-hop neighbors of the eyewitness
population. A similar study is carried out by Linardiet al. [58] on violent incidents occurring in Ivory
Coast between 2011 and 2012. The authors show that such events are not preceded by any unusual
calling activity, but are followed by an increased mobile traffic volume. Moreover, they also highlight an
important medium-term effect, with a significant increase in the call volume enduring for several days
after each violent episode.

As a final remark, we stress that correlations between special events and mobile traffic are also very
relevant to network studies. While the works reviewed in this section concern the problem of detecting
special events from the analysis of mobile traffic, networking research has mainly focused on the dual
problem, i.e., the characterization of the impact of socialevents on the mobile demand. Indeed, the latter
is critical to the design of networking solutions that can better accommodate any exceptional dynamics
generated by unusual situations. Thus, we refer the interested reader to the relevant, although more
networking-oriented, works in Sec. 6.1.1,special dynamicstag.

4.4 Epidemics

Mobile traffic encloses data about the movement of large masses of individuals. This kind of information,
other than interesting per se, as thoroughly discussed in Sec. 5, is paramount to a better understanding of
the spreading dynamics of infectious diseases. Indeed, by cross-correlating mobile traffic datasets with
statistics on the propagation of contagious pathologies, it is possible to draw original models and propose
containment solutions that effectively operate in very large-scale scenarios.
Epidemics characterization. Many works have investigated whether patterns present in mobile traffic
can be correlated with the diffusion of contagious diseases. Indeed, identifying such relationships would
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pave the way to very effective but extremely cheap techniques to anticipate and control outbreaks.
In a seminal work, Wesolowskiet al. [59] study networks of mobile user movements and maps of

malaria prevalence in Kenya, so as to identify relationships among common trajectories of human mo-
bility and parasite infection. The authors are able to pinpoint several importation routes that foster the
diffusion of malaria among different regions of Kenya. A similar approach is adopted by Ennset al.[60],
and Gavrićet al. [61], who compare mobility and communication networks derived from mobile traffic
to maps of malaria and HIV prevalence, respectively. The former authors find that the regions of Ivory
Coast showing the strongest connections, in terms of both movements and mobile communication, are
also those where the malaria parasite is the most present. The latter authors draw regression models based
on mobile communication features that attain very strong correlations with HIV prevalence in the coun-
try. At the light of these results, both works suggest to account for mobility information when designing
infectious diseases control strategies; this appears especially important for movements among regions
of varying prevalence, so as to avoid malaria being carried from areas of high infection to areas of low
infection.

Simpler analyses do not appear to yield equally significant information. For instance, Baldoet al.[62]
explore spatial correlations among influenza cases and calls occuring in proximity of main hospitals in
Ivory Coast, but their results show that there is no correlation between the two metrics. Ndieet al.[63] ex-
plore instead correlations between call exchange rates andHIV prevalence rates among different regions
of Ivory Coast, but do not find significant correlations.

Mobile traffic also encloses data about the movement of a vastamount of individuals during contagion
outbreaks, which allows refining traditional epidemics representations, such as the Susceptible-Infected-
Recovered (SIR) model and its variants. The SIR model buildson a macroscopic approach, and divides
the population into groups of people who are (i) susceptibleto catch the disease, (ii) infected by the
disease and capable to transmit it, and (iii) recovered from– and thus immune to – the disease. Each indi-
vidual can then transit from the first to the third phase above. The standard SIR model can be augmented
with geographical mobility information derived from fine-grained mobile traffic, as done by Chunaraet
al. [64]. They developed an extended SIR model by including an additional model stage, where so-called
carrier individuals (hence the new model name, SCIR) diffuse meningitis through their physical move-
ments. An alternative approach is proposed by Azmanet al. [65], who parametrize a SIR model with
transition rates that depend on mobility curves fitted on mobile traffic as well as on meteorological data.
However, Tizzoniet al. [66] question the validity of SIR model variations based on mobile traffic. They
consider three different European countries, namely France, Spain and Portugal, and they compare the
results of a SIR model run on mobile subscriber commuting movements against those obtained when the
same model is applied to reliable census data. The authors show that mobile traffic leads to overesti-
mate the actual commuting flows, which in turn introduces some bias in the infection process. Still, the
network data allows inferring somehow meaningful arrival times of the disease at different regions of a
country, with an error of 2-3 weeks.

While the analyses above provide a macroscopic view of the epidemics, other works have focused on
a fine-grained microscopic-level characterization. Frias-Martinezet al.[67,68] have been using an agent-
based model to capture social patterns that can explain the spreading of infectious diseases. Operating
on a per-individual basis, their model can take personal features into account, unlike what happens with,
e.g., aggregated SIR models. The results obtained using such a detailed model indicate that different
countermeasures adopted by the Mexican government in occasion of the 2009 H1N1 flu outbreak have
retarded the infection peak, and decremented its impact by 10%. However, the decisions did not impact
the spatial evolution of the virus. Saravananet al.[69] enriched the microscopic approach based on mobile
agents above with the notion of importance of individuals. The latter information is extracted from the
mobile call graph34, and reveals especially useful for designing epidemics control policies targeted on

34In [69], influential members are identified by means of the Shapley value, which assigns a high score to subscribers who
maintain a high number of connections with users who are instead scarcely connected. Formally, the Shapely value of a user i is
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individuals.
Epidemics prevention and containment. Mobile traffic can be used not only to understand disease
spreading, but also as an instrument of control. This has ledto the proposal of solutions that mitigate the
spreading of diseases and involve, to different extents, mobile communications.

Leidig et al. [70] propose to reduce the diffusion of the infection by rapidly spreading awareness of
the danger. To that end, ego networks35 are leveraged to identify36 a limited set of key individuals who
can propagate information about the disease in a rapid and reliable manner. Kafsiet al. [71] present
three other strategies that aim to the same goal. The first strategy extracts trajectories from mobile traffic
so as to detect geographically localized communities of users: then, a policy is enforced that forbids
inter-community movements during outbreaks. The second strategy leverages the mobile call graph, and
identifies social communities within it: then, inter-community contacts, deemed to foster the infectious
process, are prohibited. The third strategy is adaptive with respect to the disease spreading status, as it
avoids trips of mobile subscribers from regions of high prevalence to areas of low prevalence.

A more comprehensive study is provided by Limaet al. [72], who evaluate the contagion via a legacy
SIR model, when (i) no countermeasure is adopted, (ii) geographic quarantine is enforced, and (iii) an
information campaign is run among the population. The authors leverage country-wide mobile traffic data
of Ivory Coast to model individual mobility, and to outline the mobile call graph on which informative
communication occurs in the last case before. Results show that a geographic quarantine, despite being
invasive, expensive and hard to enforce, only reduces the endemic size, but does not slow down the disease
spreading. Instead, a collaborative information campaignattains a significantly lower fraction of infected
individuals, even for low participation rates of the subscriber population.

5 Mobility analysis

Mobile data is an excellent source of knowledge on the movement of individuals. It can provide informa-
tion about the mobility dynamics of populations of millions, impossible to obtain otherwise. Moreover,
it allows doing so at virtually no operating cost. It is thus unsuprising that mobile data has rapidly es-
tablished as a key new source in the field of mobility modeling, complementing and replacing traditional
approaches based on, e.g., surveys or traffic counters. The novel mobility models obtained from mobile
data are expected to affect a number of fields, including urban planning, road traffic engineering, human
sociology, epidemiology of infectious diseases, or telecommunication networking.

In the following, we review the body of most relevant works that leverage mobile data to study human
mobility. We distinguish three major subcategories. Sec. 5.1 discusses research on the characterization of
human mobility, whose goal is to better understand and modelhow people travel at different spatial and
temporal scales. Sec. 5.2 surveys the exploitation of mobile data for transportation research, where the
aim is characterizing the usage of road and public transportinfrastructures. Sec. 5.3 presents results on
the reliability of mobile data for studies on mobility.

Tab. 2 summarizes the works reviewed in these sections, and provides an overview of the features of
datasets they employ. It also outlines which works deal witheach research aspect of mobility-oriented
analyses of mobile traffic: it thus represents a useful quickreference for the reader.

shi =
∑

j∈V h
i

1/(1 + dj), whereV h
i is the set of users withinh hops fromi in the mobile call graph, anddj is the degree of user

j.
35An ego network is a subset of the mobile call graph (see Sec. 4.1.1), pruned so as to form a tree structure rooted at a specific

individual. It thus represents mobile user interactions from the perspective of that individual.
36In [70], the authors employ a dedicated measure of an individual’s importance, which approximates the number of communities

formed by his/her neighbors in the ego network.
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Analysis Dataset Focus

Name Date Operator Area Time Users V T D S Lo Tr RM PM SM IM AM RT OD Mu TP Co VP VA VI
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Halepovic [80] 10/05 3G – 1 week (2004) 4 K X X X X

Paul [81] 04/11 – Nationwide 1 week (2007) ∼100 K X X X

Frias-Martinez [90] 12/10 – city in emerging country 5 months 100 K X X

Isaacman [85] 06/11 AT&T NY, LA 3 months (2009/10) 170 K X X X

Trestian [48] 11/09 – 5000 km2 1 week 281 K X X X X

Sridharan [93] 04/13 – USA 1 month 10 M X X

González [97] 06/08 – – 6 months 100 K X X X X X

Calabrese [77] 10/11 AirSage MA, USA 3 weeks 250 K X X X X X X X X X

Mitrovic [98] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 50 K X X X X

Zang [100] 09/07 3G 3 cities 1 month (2006) 2 M X X X X

Schneider [88] 05/13 Orange Paris, France 5 months (2012) 40 K X X X X X X

Song [101] 01/10 – – 3 months 50 K X X X

Lu [102] 10/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 500 K X X X X

Lu [103] 05/12 Digicel Haiti 1 year (2010) 1.9 M X X

Isaacman [104] 02/10 AT&T NY and LA, USA 2 months) 170 K X X

Isaacman [105] 03/11 AT&T NY and LA, USA 4 months (2009/10) 170 K X X X X X

Rubio [94] 03/10 Telefonica – 4 months 410 K X X X X

Dixon [55] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 500 K X X X

Calabrese [54] 05/10 AirSage Boston, USA 2 months 1 M X X X X X X

Girardin [52] 10/08 Telecom Italia Rome, Italy 3 months (2006) – X X X

Bengtsson [107] 08/11 Digicel Haiti 7 months (2010) 1.9 M X X X

Linardi [58] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X X

Csáji [91] 06/13 Orange Portugal – 100 K X X X X X

M
o

d
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s

Song [92] 09/10 – – 1 year 1 M X X X X X X

Cho [83] 08/11 – one country 1 year 2 M X X X X X X X

Simini [108] 04/12 – – 4 weeks 4.3 M X X

Isaacman [109] 06/12 AT&T NY and LA, USA 3 months (2011) 600 K X X X

Mir [110] 10/13 AT&T NY and LA, USA 3 months (2011) 600 K X X X

Yang [111] 05/13 France Telecom Portugal and Rwanda – – X X X X X
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Qiu [113] 01/07 – Shanghai, PRC 1 year 9 M HO X X X

Bar-Gera [116] 12/07 Orange/ITIS Ayalon freeway, Israel 3 months – HO X X

Schlaich [73] 01/10 T-Mobile Sout-West Germany 3 months – LU X X X X

Janecek [117] 09/12 – one highway, Austria 1 month (2011) – X X X X

Calabrese [119] 03/11 Telecom Italia Rome, Italy Time – X X X X X X

Ma [79] 11/13 AirSage Sacramento, USA 1 month (2010) 128 K X X X X X X X

Bekhor [75] 06/13 Orange/ITIS Israel 1 week 160 K X LU X X X X

Nanni [89] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 500 K X X X X

Mamei [86] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 500 K X X X X X

Wang [76] 09/10 AirSage Middlesex, USA 1 month 56 K X X X X X X

Doyle [122] 06/11 Meteor Ireland 1 week (2009) 1 M X X X X

Zilske [123] 05/13 Orange Abidjan, Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 18 K X X X

Berlingerio [78] 05/13 Orange Abidjan, Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 18 K X X X X X

Cici [87] 02/13 Telefonica Madrid, Spain 3 months 4.7 M X X X X

Zhang [95] 09/14 – Shenzhen 1 year (2014) 10 M X X X X X X

Furletti [124] 08/12 – Pisa, Italy 1 month (2012) 230 K X X

Scepanovic [82] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 500 K X X X X X X

Liu [74] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 500 K X X X X X

Va
lid

at
io

n Tizzoni [66] 09/13 Orange 3 cities – 6.8 M X X X X X

Wesolowski [106] 02/13 – Kenya 1 year (2008/09 14.8 M X X X X

Iovan [125] 05/13 Orange Paris, France 1 day (2009 4 M X X X X X

Ranjan [84] 07/12 3G S.Francisco, USA 1 month (2011) 500 K X X X X X

Table 2: Main features of works that leverage mobile traffic data towards mobility analysis. In the analysis
columns, date is in MM/YY format. In the dataset columns, V isvoice, T is texting, D is data, and S
is signalization (either HO, i.e., handover, LU, i.e., location updates, orX, i.e., both). In the focus
columns, Lo is properties of visited locations, Tr is properties of travels between locations, RM is regular
mobility patterns, PM is prediction of mobility patterns, SM is special mobility patterns, IM is individual
mobility models, AM is aggregate mobility models, RT is roadtraffic conditions, OD is origin-destination
flows, Mu is multimodal mobility, TP is transport planning, Co is commuter mobility, VP is validation
of population distributions, VA is validation of aggregatemobility, and VI is validation of individual
mobility.
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5.1 Human mobility

The characterization of generic human mobility from mobiledata aims at two different objectives: (i) the
investigation of the fundamental laws that govern movementpatterns, or (ii) the proposal of mathematical
or simulative models capable of reproducing such patterns.For a more coherent discussion, we separate
works relating to these two objectives in the following.

5.1.1 Fundamental laws

Laws derived from mobile data analysis can relate to multiple facets of human mobility, which we use
below to structure the relevant literature.
Visited locations. How individuals visit geographical locations37 represents the very first subject ad-
dressed by studies that employ mobile data to infer human mobility laws. The seminal work by Hale-
povic and Williamson [80] uses a relatively small dataset of4,156 users, and describes the mobility of
users in terms of the number of cells they visit. The authors find mobility to be generally low, as 55% of
users only appeared at one location; yet, the distribution is heavy-tailed, i.e., there exist users who visit
hundreds of cells in one week. The imbalance in user mobilityis later confirmed by Paulet al. [81] in a
much larger, nationwide dataset. They show that 60% of the customers are static, but 1% travel through
50 cells or more in a day, on average. Subsequent works have confirmed the heavy tail of the visited
location distribution, e.g., that by Scepanovicet al. [82].

Halepovic and Williamson also outline the presence of one clear preferred location for every user,
which they refer to as thehomelocation38. Later, Isaacmanet al. [85] prove the definition to be correct,
as mobile data analysis can reveal the important locations of a user, including home and work locations,
with a typical accuracy of 1 mile. Trestianet al. [48] confirm that trend, finding mobile subscribers
to spend between 55% and 90% of their time, depending on theirlevel of mobility, at the same three
locations. Schneideret al. [88] study the distribution of the number of different locations visited daily
by mobile subscribers. They find the distribution to be log-normal39, with a small average value around
three, thus confirming the low mobility of most users.

The temporal features of visits to locations are more thoroughly explored by Songet al. [92], on a
larger dataset of 50,000 users. They study the time spent by an individual at a given location, finding
that it follows a truncated power-law distribution40. They also investigate the number of distinct locations
visited by a user over time, showing that humans have a decreasing tendency to visit new locations over
time41.

37Identifying the locations where a user stops from mobile data is non-trivial, as the latter provide an irregular sampling over time
with low geographical accuracy. Stop locations are typically mapped to pauses in the movement longer than a time threshold [73–
75], possibly allowing the user to dwell at multiple antennas within a space threshold [54, 76–79].

38The extraction of home (and work) locations from mobile datais again non trivial, and different authors used diverse ap-
proaches. As in the case of Halepovic and Williamson, several works tag as home the most popular location for each user [75, 83]
Other authors adopt the same technique, but limit the study to night time, when users are more probably at home [48,54,77,78,84],
Likewise, work locations are typically identified as the most frequent location during working hours [74, 84–86]. All such mech-
anisms can be complemented with antenna clustering, so thatlocations map to a group of nearby antennas rather than to a single
one [66, 85, 87–89]. Notably different approaches have beenproposed by Frias-Martinezet al. [90], who use ground-truth data to
train a genetic algorithm, and by Csájiet al. [91], who classify antennas depending on their weekly time series and unveil three
classes of frequent locations, easily mapped to work, home,andother locations.

39Denoting asn the number of visited locations, thenP (n) ∼ exp
[

−(ln(n)− µ2)/(2σ2)
]

/(σn
√

(2π)), with µ = 1 andσ
= 0.5.

40Denoting ast the time spent at a location, thenP (t) = t−γexp(−t/k), whereγ is the tail weight, andk is duration at which
the exponential cutoff occurs. In [92],γ = 0.8 andk = 17 hours – the latter value matching the typical daily activity period of an
individual.

41Denoting asn(t) the number of visited locations at timet, thenn(t) = tµ, with µ = 0.6. For random walksµ = 0.8 and for
Lévy flightsµ = 1, implying that these random models yield a much stronger tendency to visit new locations over time than found
in real-world mobile data.
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Recently, Sridharan and Bolot [93] have shown that a single distribution can describe the scaling
properties of multiple features related to the locations visited by a user. Specifically, the Double Pareto
LogNormal (DPLN) distribution42 describes well the area of the minimum rectangle bounding all loca-
tions visited by a user, or the distance between groups of popular locations. Interestingly, such a property
is invariant of the locale (i.e., the city considered) or geographical span (i.e., city- or country-wide) of the
analysis.
Travel distance. The distribution of distances43 between subsequent locations has also attracted signifi-
cant attention. In a seminal work, Gonzálezet al. [97] employ voice and text mobile data from 100,000
users to show that such travel distances follow again a truncated power-law distribution44. This result
is in agreement with those of Halepovic and Williamson [80],as both imply that a large portion of the
population is characterized by limited mobility, but thereexists a non-negligible number of highly mobile
individuals who travel over long distances.

The travel distance law above refers to the case where the displacements of all users are aggregated
into a single distribution. Interestingly, Gonzálezet al. [97] find that also distances traveled byeach
user follow truncated power-law distributions, with different cutoff values that map to the user’s radius of
gyration45. Since the low spatial and temporal granularity of voice andtext mobile data used by González
et al. might have biased the analysis (see also Sec. 5.3), Songet al. [92] carry out a similar study using
data from 1,000 users whose location was recorded every hour, thanks to a location-based service they
subscribed to. Yet, their results confirm46 the truncated power-law nature of distances.

In fact, the truncated power law scaling of travel distance appears to be a global property, invariant
of countries or continents. While the analyses above were performed on mobile data collected in Euro-
pean countries, similar results have been obtained by Calabreseet al. [77] and Mitrovicet al. [98] from
mobile data collected in Massachusetts, USA, and in Ivory Coast, respectively47. The same distribution
is retrieved also when computing all travel distances with respect to a user’s home location48, according
to Choet al. [83]. The same authors unveil an interesting twist, by relating mobile data to social geo-
referenced networks – namely, Gowalla and Brightkite. Cross-referencing the datasets allowed them to
conclude that short-distance travels (below 100 km) are better explained by routinary behaviors, such as
home-workplace patterns, while long-distance travels aremuch more influenced by social ties, such as
the presence of friends.

As a final remark, we stress that the scaling properties of travel distances inferred from mobile data
appear to hold over large geographical scales (i.e., in the case of country-wide and inter-urban move-
ments) only. Recent works based on finer-grained sources, such as GPS-based tracking, public transport
usage, or individual surveys, have shown that human travelswithin cities follow a different, exponential
scaling [99].
Spatiotemporal regularity. One of the most talked-about results of mobile data analysisis that individ-

42See footnote 14 for more details on DPLN.
43Travel distances are computed over the trips or trajectories of each user. The extraction of the latter from mobile data is typically

performed by mapping trips to sequences of geographical points (i.e., the positions where the user carries out some mobile traffic
activity) between each two successive stop locations [54, 73, 77, 78, 94]. Some works also add a second phase where trips that are
too short are aggregated [75], or trips that form a small-distance loop within a brief time interval are discarded [79]. Recently,
state-of-the-art techniques used in GPS trajectory recontsruction have been also adapted to the case of mobile traffic data [95].
Database-inspired approaches have also been explored by Vieiraet al. [96], who develop a query system to retrieve user trajectores
from call detail record databases, under complex geographical and temporal conditions.

44Denoting asd the travel distance between two subsequent locations, thenP (d) = (d + d0)−αexp(−d/k). According to
Gonzálezet al. [97], α = 1.75 and the exponential cutoffk = 400 km.

45The radius of gyrationrg is a unidimensional measure of the distance traveled by a user, which also keeps into account the
direction of movement. It is computed asrg =

√

1/n
∑

i(ri − 1/n
∑

i ri)
2, whereri, i ∈ [1, n] is a bi-dimensional vector

describing thei-th location of the user.
46In [92], α = 1.55 andk = 100 km: the latter is limited by the 1-hour periodicity of sampling.
47Calabreseet al. foundα = 0.78 andk = 60 km, while Mitrovicet al. found a cutoff at around 100 km.
48In the study by Choet al., α = 1.7 andk = 100 km: the latter is limited by the small geographical coverage of the dataset

employed.
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uals tend to have strong regularity in their movement patterns. That is true in both spatial and temporal
dimensions, as first claimed by Gonzálezet al. [97]. These authors show that: (i) the popularity of loca-
tions visited by a user follows a Zipf’s law49, thus individuals tend to have a few preferred locations, and
a long tail of seldom visited ones; (ii) there is a strong habit by users to return to previously visited lo-
cations within 24 hours, which highlights the temporal periodicity of movements. Here again, the results
by Gonzálezet al. confirm those by Halepovic and Williamson [80], in that most individuals spend the
vast majority of their time at a limited number of frequentlyvisited locations.

Songet al.[92] employ their finer-grained mobile data, where the location of 1,000 users is monitored
on an hourly basis, to validate both the Zipf’s distributionof location popularity50, and the 24-hour
periodicity of movement patterns. Daily periodicity is also detected by Paulet al. [81] in a very large-
scale dataset of millions of subscribers, and by Trestianet al. [48], who show that more than 70% of the
mobile users revisit at least one same location on every single day. Choet al. [83] confirm the strong
geographic and temporal regularity of human mobility, observing that users tend to return to the same
places and travel at similar times of the day. In addition, mobile traffic yields a strong periodicity in user
movements not only at a daily scale, but also at a weekly scale, as proven by Calabreseet al. [77] and
Zang and Bolot [100].

The latter authors also identify strong regularity in the precise sequences of cells visited by mobile
users over time. A similar level of detail on the geographical regularity of users’ movements is considered
by Schneideret al.[88], who employmotifs, i.e., closed sequences of transitions among activity locations,
and unveil that each customer’s daily pattern in a 40,000-user dataset can be described through one of just
17 motifs. The limited number of motifs, which include no more than 6 locations each, further proves
how human mobility dynamics are simpler than one could expect.
Predictability. The strong regularity of human mobility raises the questionof how easy to predict are
individuals’ movements. In a seminal work, Songet al. [101] tries to answer that question, by inves-
tigating the theoretical maximum predictability of individual mobility patterns in a 50,000-user mobile
traffic dataset. To that end, they define a measure of entropy that captures spatiotemporal ordering of the
visited locations51: when computed over all users, the measure shows that users’movements yield very
low randomness52: on average, 93% of individual movements are potentially predictable53. The authors
also prove that such a result is due not only to the limited number of favorite locations frequently visited
by each user, but also to the strong spatiotemporal correlation in such visits.

Also, Songet al. [101] show that movement predictability stays constant throughout very heteroge-
neous sets of users (e.g., for different gender, age, geographical attachment). Luet al. [102,103] confirm
that such a high predictability of human movements holds also in the case of developing countries, and
even after major events like natural disasters. Other factors may instead have an impact on the predictabil-
ity. As an example, by using a similar analysis on a one-year-long mobile traffic dataset of 2 million users,
Choet al. [83] show that the entropy in the visited locations is lower (and thus users’ locations are more
predictable) at night hours, when people are at home, and much higher during weekends, when travel
destinations are more varied.
Factors affecting mobility. A large number of factors can affect the diverse human mobility laws iden-
tified above. A typical example is that of movement patterns in areas with diverse topological features

49Given the rankl of a location, its level of popularity is described byP (l) = l−β , with β = 1.
50In [92], β = 1.2.
51Given the complete mobilityli of a useri, expressed as a sequence of locationsli = {l1, l2, . . . , lN}, the entropy in his/her

mobility is expressed asS = −
∑

l

′

i
⊂li

P (l′i)log2[P (l′i)]. There,l′i is one of all possible subsequences found inli, andP (l′i)

denotes the probability of finding that precise subsequencein li.
52The entropy distribution has a peak at a value correspondingto an uncertainty in the user’s whereabouts of 1.74, i.e., less than

two locations. For comparison, the entropy of random mobility implies an uncertainty of 64 locations on a similarly sized dataset.
53The maximum predictability is obtained from the entropy measure by applying Fano’s inequality, which states that if a user

with entropyS moves amongN locations, then his/her predictability is bounded by a maximum valueΠmax that depends solely
onS andN , throughS = −Πmaxlog2(Πmax)− (1− Πmax)log2(1 −Πmax) + (1− Πmax)log2(N − 1).
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or development levels. In their studies, Isaacmanet al. [104, 105] show that mobile data collected in
two cities in the USA, New York and Los Angeles, yield very different mobility features. Similarly,
Rubioet al. [94] demonstrate that mobile data can be used to show differences in the way people move
in developed and emerging economies. In the latter context,and namely in developing countries such as
Ivory Coast and Kenya, different levels of mobility, measured as the radius of gyration of subscribers, are
found to be related to geographical regions and income levels by Scepanovicet al. [82] and Wesolowski
et al. [106].

Seasonality, as shown by Isaacmanet al. [104, 105], holidays, as shown by Dixonet al. [55], and
public events, as shown by Calabreseet al. [54], are other examples of phenomena that can all affect in
a significant manner the movement of individuals, by changing their standard attraction locations as well
as the sheer volume of human mobility.

Even when dealing with non-typical mobility, mobile data analysis can reveal extremely useful. In
an early work, Girardinet al. [52] show that mobile data can, e.g., help understanding themobility of
tourists. Within a different scope, Bengtssonet al. [107] demonstrates that mobile data analysis yields
very accurate estimations of the mobility of people after natural disasters or large-scale epidemics. The
same holds for violent episodes, as those that occurred in Ivory Coast between 2011 and 2012 and in-
vestigated by Linardiet al. [58]. In particular, the authors show a strong impact of suchepisodes on
human mobility, with a reduction of inward mobility and an increase in the number of users leaving the
region where the violence happened. An interesting result is that the impact on mobility is even ob-
served beforehand, suggesting that these violent events are predictable, due to societal tensions prior to
the outbreak.

From an engineering standpoint, correlations have also been found between the level of mobility
of users and their demand in terms of mobile data traffic. Early results in that direction can be found
in the works by Halepovic and Williamson [80], Mitrovicet al. [98], and Dixonet al. [55]. We point
however the interested reader to more thorough discussionsof traffic-mobility correlations carried out by
networking papers that are reviewed in Sec. 6.1.2.

As a closing remark on this discussion, a relevant question is that of which factors are the most
important in order to fully characterize users’ mobility. An interesting study by Csájiet al. [91] proves54

that the only relevant features are the average position of the user and the location of the two cells the
user is most frequently attached to. This suggests that basic geographical information is already largely
sufficient for a comprehensive analysis of subscriber movement patterns.

5.1.2 Models

Models of human mobility can either describe the movement ofindividual users, or aggregate dynamics
of whole populations. Next, we classify models derived frommobile data analysis according to their
granularity.
Individual mobility models. Individual mobility models represent the movement of each user inde-
pendently. A first mobile traffic-inspired model of individual mobility was proposed by Halepovic and
Williamson [80]. Their stochastic approach builds on (1) the empirical distribution of the number of
cells visited by a user, and (2) the empirical distribution of cell changes by a user. The model gener-
ates the movements of a given user by extracting realizations of the theoretical functions fitting such two
distributions.

Songet al. [92] propose a more refined model, based on analysis of a dataset containing the activity
of one million users for one year. The model relies on two complementary phases. Thepreferential
return phase, occurring with probability(1 − ρ)N−δ, lets the user return to one of the previously visited

54Csájiet al.[91] use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on 50 features that can be used to represent mobile users, and include,
e.g., the number of visited locations, their geographical dispersal, the quantity and duration of calls. They find that that 95% of the
information is yield by just 5 features.
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N locations, chosen proportionally to the number of past visits. Theexplorationphase, occurring with
probability ρN−δ, lets the user choose a new location never visited before, thus incrementingN by
one unit55. The residence time at a location (in both phases) and the distance of a new location (in
the exploration phase) are drawn from the heavy-tail probability distributions identified to characterize
individual human mobility as discussed in Sec. 5.1.1. The model is demonstrated to correctly reproduce
travel distances and residence times at locations, and it respects the location ranking as well as the number
of new visited locations over time, as seen in Sec. 5.1.1. However, the model only captures long-term
scaling features, and neglects the temporal periodicity (e.g., regular returns at every 24 hours) and the
sequential patterns (e.g., home-work-home) in the visitedlocations.

A third relevant model is devised by Choet al. [83] to predict the location of each individual at
different hours of the week. The model considers theN most popular locations for each user56 and creates
a spatial probability distribution that shifts over time among gaussian-shaped distributions centered at
such location. A social component is also added to the model,in a way that a portion of the movements
becomes driven by the previous locations visited by friendsof the user. The model anticipates the exact
user location 42% of the time, although a simpler model that assumes the user to be at his/her top location
on a hourly basis attains 40% accuracy.
Aggregated mobility models. Aggregated mobility models describe the mass movement of a large
number of users with low spatial granularity, e.g., among municipalities. Siminiet al. [108] first found
that such mobility is well described by theradiation model57. Such a model is found to match the
distribution of traveled distances computed from mobile data of 4.3 million users over 4 weeks. Also, it
significantly improves the well-known gravity model58, although the latter has been shown to be highly
representative of specific scenarios, e.g., commuting distances in Portugal studied by Csájiet al. [91].
A simpler approach, involving Markovian modeling is proposed by Luet al. [102], who show how a
first-order model is already sufficient to correctly predict90% of daily human mobility in Ivory Coast.

Radiation and Markovian models are intended to capture mobility at low spatial granularity (i.e., large
geographical regions), and are shown not to hold in the case of intra-urban mobility by Lianget al. [99].
Thus, when considering movements within a single urban area, different models are needed. Isaacmanet
al. [109] propose WHERE, a framework that extracts probabilitydistributions (of home/work locations,
commuting distances, and calls) from mobile and US Census data, and mixes such distributions so as
to generate a synthetic model of mobility and calling behaviors. The framework yields daily traveled
distances similar to those extracted from real-world mobile data. An extension to WHERE is proposed
by Mir et al. [110], by includingdifferential privacy59.

More recently, an improved model, based on a combination of the gravity and radiation models was
proposed by Yanget al. [111]. Evaluation against mobile traffic datasets shows that such a mixed model
is effective at different scales and in scenarios from diversely developed countries worldwide.

55Calibration on mobile data yieldsδ = 0.21, whileρ is specific to each user and can be extracted from a normal distribution with
meanρ̄ = 0.6.

56In [83], N = 2, as adding more locations yields minor improvements.
57The radiation model determines the mobility fluxmij between two regionsi andj asmij = piKc(pipj/(pi + pij)(pi +

pj + pij)), wherepi andpj are the populations in regioni andj, Kc is the fraction of population that commutes to work, andpij
is the the population in the circle centered ati and of radius equal to the distance betweeni andj.

58The gravity model has been long considered as the reference model for long-range mobility of people, animals and goods. It
defines the mobility fluxmij between two regionsi andj asmij = pαi p

β
j /d

γ
ij , wheredij is the geographical distance betweeni

andj.
59Differential privacy formalizes in a mathematically rigorous way the principle that results of a data analysis should not be

significantly affected by the presence/absence of a single individual in the database, for any individual. Rigorously,an algorithm
A is considered asǫ-differentially private, i.e. providing a level of privacyequal toǫ, if it fulfills the condition e−ǫP [A(D2) =
O] ≤ P [A(D1) = O] ≤ eǫP [A(D2) = O], whereD1 andD2 represent any couple of datasets that differ in one element andO
is any output of the algorithm.
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5.2 Transportation systems

Despite early criticisms, such as those expressed by Rose [112], the evaluation and enhancement of
transportation systems has been among the first practical applications of mobile traffic analysis. Usage of
mobile network data for intelligent transportation system(ITS) was first envisioned in the late ’90s, and
comprehensive literature reviews have been compiled by Qiuet al. [113], and Cacereset al. [114]. In the
following, we summarize the main findings, classifying the different works according to the topic they
address.
Travel time and traffic state. Wunnavaet al. [115] authored an early survey on the efforts by private
companies (typically contracted by telecom operators) to extract travel time and traffic state information
from mobile network data60. They find mobile traffic-based technologies to be mature andto provide cor-
rect travel time estimates in presence offree flowroad traffic conditions. However, the authors conclude
that mobile traffic does not appear sufficient to accurately estimate congested road traffic conditions.
Since then, a number of academic efforts, discussed below, has been carried out in that direction, as
outlined below.

Qiu et al.[113] show that processing of handover information can leadto an average error in estimated
travel times which is within 5–15% of those computed from traditional induction loop detectors. A similar
conclusion is reached by Bar-Geraet al. [116], who compare speed and travel time measurements from
mobile call data and handovers with the equivalent data fromdual magnetic loop detectors: the error
they record is within 10% of the actual value. The same authors also validate the results obtained from
mobile data and loops against actual GPS recordings from sample vehicles, and find that both techniques
yield an acceptable 5–20% error to the ground-truth GPS data. Schlaichet al. [73] further confirm the
appropriateness of mobile traffic analysis for travel time estimation, with results close to those reported
by transportation authorities. Also, they are able to correctly separate fast (e.g., private cars) and slow
(e.g., trucks) traffic, as well as to identify special trafficpatterns (e.g., congestion due to an accident), by
using just mobile call information and location updates.

More recently, Janeceket al.[117] combined handover and location update data in their study. Specif-
ically, they propose to use coarse-grained location updates, available from all switched-on mobile termi-
nals, to estimate travel times and detect congestion. If congestion is observed, fine-grained handovers
from terminals engaged in calls (around 1/20 of the total switched-on terminals in their scenario) is em-
ployed to localize and possibly classify the congestion event in a more accurate manner. The authors
show that their location update-based technique can identify traffic anomalies faster than traditional sys-
tems (i.e., roadside sensors, toll data from trucks, GPS data from taxis, and FM radio broadcasts based
on drivers’ indications). Also, using handover data allowsto identify the precise type of congestion, e.g.,
wide moving jams or milder synchronized flows.

A different perspective is taken by Cacereset al. [118], who study the problem of traffic volume
estimation, rather than travel times. To that end, they map handovers to highway road traffic crossing cell
boundaries. The authors develop a mapping function based ona wide range of physical properties, which
is found to capture road traffic with a 20% relative error w.r.t. real-world traffic counts from detectors.

The good results obtained with highway traffic are not easilyreproduced in the more complex and
heterogeneous urban environment. The only work dealing with travel time estimation in city scenarios is
that by Calabreseet al. [119], who develop a framework, named LocHNESs, allowing real-time localiza-
tion and tracking of vehicles from mobile traffic. They obtain a 10–18% error with respect to ground-truth
GPS data.
Origin-destination matrices. Origin-destination (O-D) matrices describe the number of trips performed,
during a given time period, between each pair of locations within a geographical area. They are a stan-
dard way to represent thetravel demandin transportation engineering. Using mobile traffic to infer O-D

60In the context of transportation research, handover and location updates are the kind of data typically used to estimatetravel
times [73, 113, 114, 116, 117], with rare exceptions [76].
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matrices of human mobility in urban regions61 was first envisioned by Bollaet al. [120]. A small scale
evaluation on a minimal subset of mobile traffic collected during one morning was then performed by
White et al. [121]. The first tests on mobile traffic datasets of significant scale were performed by Cal-
abreseet al. [77] in Massachusetts, USA. They find a good agreement between O-D matrices obtained
from mobile data and county-to-county trips extracted froma US Census survey. Results do not scale
well when considering the more precise mobility among sub-county areas, although the authors state that
it is not necessarily a problem of mobile traffic data; rather, it is an issue of the survey itself.

A similar result is obtained by Maet al. [79], who can recreate a faithful O-D matrix that models the
travel demand around the system interchange of two major highways in California, USA. The result is
validated by the good match against an inter-city travel survey, as well as against flow directions at one
highway ramp computed via automated plate number recognition. Other works successfully employed
mobile traffic data to derive country-wide O-D matrices, such as those of Israel, by Bekhoret al. [75], or
Ivory Coast, by Nanniet al. [89] and by Mameiet al. [86]. In particular, the aggregate mobility model
mixing gravity and radiation approaches proposed by Yanget al. [111] can be effectively employed to
generate O-D matrices of commuting patterns at very different scales, from individual cities to whole
countries.

It is to be said that, despite the sucess stories above, some works question the capability of deriving
accurate nationwide O-D matrices from mobile traffic only. As an example, by using census data as a
reference, Tizzoniet al. [66] underline the poor capacity of the mobile traffic to properly account for
the actual attractiveness of different destinations for commuters of a given location. A solution to this
issue was recently proposed by Zhanget al. [95], who combine mobile traffic information with public
transport data, i.e., taxi/bus GPS logs and subway transits, in order to derive O-D matrices. The proposed
framework, named mPat, is capable of building dynamic O-D matrices, termed mobility graphs, from
data collected on-the-fly, with an accuracy of 75%.
Multimodality. Multimodal transportation derives from the combined utilization of different means of
transport (e.g., private or public, motorized or not, mass or individual). The analysis of mobile traffic
has been employed to identify multimodal aspects of transportation systems, and namely to quantify
populations using different means of transport62.

Wang et al. [76] show that mobile traffic can be coupled with travel time information (from the
Google Maps service in their case), so as to successfully infer the type of transportation (car, public mean
or pedestrian) employed by an individual. The percentages of utilization of different transport modes
obtained from mining mobile traffic are found to be close to those recorded in surveys. Calabreseet
al. [119] employ their LocHNESs framework to separate users onboard cars from those moving on foot
with an error in the mode estimation of 3–19%. Doyleet al.[122] can correctly identify the transportation
mode, between road and rail, of around 80% of the mobile usersthat traveled between Dublin and Cork,
in Ireland, using a one-week mobile traffic dataset.
Planning of transportation systems. Recent works have targeted the simulation and improvement of
city-wide transportation systems from mobile traffic analysis. As far as simulation is concerned, Zilske
and Nagel [123] use mobile traffic data to parameterize the MATSim road traffic generator in the scenario
of Abidjan, Ivory Coast. They find that it is possible to directly inject mobile traffic-based trips into the

61O-D matrices are easily obtained by aggregating individualtrips over a discretized space [86]. Since mobile users onlyrepresent
a portion of the whole population, a scaling factor is neededfor a comprehensive representation of mobility. That can beachieved
using reference data on, e.g., population distribution [77], road traffic counts [79], mobile operator customer information [75], or
surveys [75]. Recently, Nanniet al. [89] also propose filtering the aggregated trips, so as to only include important mobility flows
in the O-D matrices. To that end, the importance of the flow between each pair of locationsl1 andl2 is measured via alift measure
computed asP (l1, l2)/(P (l1)·P (l2)), whereP is the probability of occurrence of a location (or an orderedsequence of locations)
in the mobile traffic dataset. Only flows whose lift measure ishigher than a threshold are accounted for.

62Different techniques have been devised to tell apart the transportation mode of users from their mobile traffic. Many of
them leverage diverse measures computed on speed estimates[113, 117, 119]. Others rely on comparison against real-world travel
times [76], or training on sets of trips whose transportation mode is known [122].
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road network without intermediate interpretative steps, and still obtain plausible results.
Concerning the enhancement of transportation systems, Berlingerio et al. [78] identify, from mobile

calls, thirty common mobility patterns63 in the city of Abidjan. Such patterns, mostly mapping to home-
work commuting flows, are used to plan improvements to the existing public bus transit network: the
authors show that, by adding 4 new routes, the overall traveltimes could be reduced by 10%. Ciciet
al. [87] use instead mobile traffic to study the potential for carsharing in Madrid, Spain. Their results
indicate that a reduction in the number of cars of up to 67% canbe attained when drivers share their cars
and agree to take detours of 600 m at most in their routes. Finally, Zhanget al.[95] identify underserviced
routes in Shenzhen, PRC, by comparing the trajectories inferred from mobile traffic to public transport
flows. The authors propose a system of new bus lines that can reduce travel times of commuters along
such routes of around 25% in typical days.
Commuting patterns. Mobile data has recently emerged as an interesting source ofinformation for the
characterization of the mobility patterns of commuters64. Furlettiet al. [124] can successfully tell apart
commuters from other user categories, such as residents andtourists in Pisa, Italy. Scepanovicet al. [82]
rank65 regions in Ivory Coast according to their importance in the country-wide commuting process,
whereas Liuet al. [74] find commuting activity sequences to be the dominating cause of mobility in the
same area. Finally, the mobility modeling methodologies developed by Yanget al. [111] and Tizzoniet
al. [66] explicitly target the representation of commuting patterns.

5.3 Validation

As discussed above, the analysis of mobile traffic can lead toimportant insights on human mobility, from
a number of different perspectives. However, the limited granularity of the datasets (see the discussion
about mobile traffic sources in Sec. 2.2) may question the validity of the results. Significant effort has
then been put in assessing the reliability of these data as a source for studies concerning mobility.

Specifically, the focus has been on the dependability of CDR,as they are by far the most common
type of mobile traffic data employed by the works in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.2, but, at the same time, they
yield rather inaccurate positioning information. In fact,Smoredaet al.[3] speculate that the popularity of
CDR is a consequence of their wide availability and ease of collection, which makes them preferred over
more precise mobile traffic sources, such as, e.g., signaling events, handover or location update records.

Overall, the conclusion of the studies on the reliability ofCDR is that the latter do introduce a certain
bias in the study of mobility. However, this bias can affect the final results at different extents – or even not
affect them at all. As that mainly depends on the type of analysis, in the following we separate reliability
evaluations on this aspect.
Geographical distributions of populations. Multiple independent studies have proven that the density
of mobile users’ home locations extracted from CDR providesa very good approximation of the actual
population distribution. Isaacmanet al. [105] unveil the match between national census data and the den-
sity of mobile users registered at different ZIP-code areasin New York and Los Angeles, USA. Excellent
agreements between the spatial distribution of mobile phone locations at night time and that of the pop-
ulation are also observed by Calabreseet al. [77] in eastern Massachusetts, and Bekhoret al. [75] over
the whole Israel country. High correlations66 between the geographical distributions of CDR-based and

63Mobility is described in terms of paths followed by flows of users, rather than just origin and destination pairs. The precise
paths are identified using the widely adopted Prefixspan algorithm to mine sequential patterns in the sequences of stop locations of
all users.

64Different techniques have been adopted to identify commuters in the mobile user population. In [124], commuters are extracted
by clustering together users with similar temporal profilesvia Self Organizing Maps, a class of neural network based on unsuper-
vised learning. In [82], commuting patterns are mapped to round-trips returning to the origin within a same day. In [74],visited
locations are classified as home, work, or other, and commuting is mapped to home-work-home and home-other-home sequences.

65Performed by running the PageRank algorithm on the commuting graph.
66R2 values of 0.75 and 0.92 are obtained in [86] and [91], respectively.
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census populations have been likewise calculated by Mameiet al. [86] and Csájiet al. [91].
Aggregated mobility flows. Results change when considering whether the aggregated movement of
large flows can be reliably inferred from CDR. The controversy concerns both routinary and exceptional
mobility situations.

On the one hand, Schneideret al. [88] show that regular mobility motifs67 inferred from CDR map
well to those obtained through reliable population surveys. In addition, Bengtssonet al. [107] use CDR
to estimate the distribution of people that left Port-au-Prince, Haiti, in the months following the 2010
earthquake, and their results match with those of a large retrospective survey carried out by the United
Nations. Finally, a number of studies, including those by Calabreseet al. [77], Ma et al. [79], Yanget
al. [111], and Liuet al. [74] demonstrate how mobile traffic can be leveraged to generate O-D matrices
or commuting patterns that are equivalent to those obtainedfrom census data or population surveys.

On the other hand, other studies found CDR to lead to an overestimation of large-scale mobility
flows. Such is the conclusion of Tizzoniet al.[66], who identify significant statistical differences between
commuting flows inferred from national census data and thoseobserved from mobile phone data in three
European countries, namely Portugal, Spain and France. Wesolowski et al. [106] show that inhabitants
of Kenya that use more often their mobile phones also tend to travel farther and more frequently. As
they generate a large number of entries in the CDR dataset, such high-end users risk to bias the average
level of mobility of the population towards unrealistically high values. The authors cross-validate this
result using a survey of 33,000 individuals regarding mobile phone ownership, cellular phone expenses,
income, and a variety of other social and economical parameters. Additionally, they prove that the actual
bias is dependent on the geographical region considered: they thus propose a methodology based on
mobile phone ownership and usage information, which allowscompensating for the bias and producing
statistics that are representative of the entire population of a given district.
Individual mobility features. When it comes to the analysis of individual mobility, two approaches
have been adopted in order to assess the reliability of CDR data. We refer to those as intra-CDR and
CDR-to-ground-truth, respectively.

As far as the intra-CDR approach is concerned, several workshave evaluated the quality of the results
provided by voice and texting CDR, using as a benchmark similar information extracted from high-
frequency data traffic CDR. As a matter of fact, as shown by Iovanet al. [125], there is a strong positive
correlation among the length and span of mobile user movements and their access frequency to the cel-
lular networks; however, above a given activity level68, the correlation disappears, which implies that
high-frequency mobile traffic data becomes at that point reliable proxy for the actual movement of users.
A confirmation, although with slightly different numbers comes from Trestianet al. [48], who compare
the daily travel distance of users computed from mobile traffic data featuring diverse levels of granular-
ity. They find that trajectories extracted from CDR sampled at every hour or at every 20 minutes are
comparable, whereas lower sampling frequencies yield a loss of information.

In this context, Ranjanet al. [84] find that voice and texting CDR are sufficient to infer important
locations69 of each mobile user. Similarly, Gonzálezet al. [97] prove that mobility flows among the
important locations of a user are well modeled by voice and texting CDR. However, data traffic CDR
provide a much more complete view of individual mobility, exceeding important locations. Ranjanet
al. [84] find data traffic CDR to allow a better inference of (i) transient locations along trajectories, (ii)
radius of gyration, and (iii) geographical spread of activities70.

67See Sec. 5.1 for a definition of motif.
68In [125], the authors identify fifty events per day, i.e., an average sampling rate of around 30 minutes, as the access frequency

threshold needed to fully capture user mobility.
69The notion ofsignificant locationsis used in [84], which maps to the subset of all visited locations that account for over 90%

of a user’s activity.
70The difference in the activity spread is measured through the Jensen-Shannon divergence, a method to assess the similarity

between two distributions, popular because it is symmetricand bounded in the [0,1] interval. Considering two distributions PS

andPO, the Jensen-Shannon divergence is defined asJSD(PS ||PO) = 1

2
(D(PS ||PM) +D(PO ||PM)), wherePM = (PS +
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The second approach consists instead in comparing mobilityextracted from CDR with some ground-
truth information obtained from a different, reliable source. In the context of generic user mobility, such
reliable source is typically a small subset of individuals participating in the experiment: e.g., Isaacmanet
al. [105] employ ground-truth reference provided by five volunteer who periodically logged their position,
and measured a typical error in the order of 0.5-1 mile in the locations retrieved from voice and texting
CDR. This approach is also very common in transportation studies of travel times, where ground-truth
data can be obtained from, e.g., induction loops or GPS probes: that is the case of Qiuet al. [113],
Bar-Geraet al. [116], and Schlaichet al. [73], who all find good agreement between reference and
mobile traffic-inferred data. Another example is that of Calabreseet al. [119], who leverage ground-truth
data from heterogeneous sources to show that CDR processed via their LocHNESs framework could
attain individual positioning precision of around 100, 200or 700 m, in urban, subsurban and extra-urban
environments, respectively.

Relevant to the last approach is also the work by Zhanget al.[95], who compare individual trajectories
inferred from CDR with those extracted from public transport data, i.e., taxi/bus GPS logs and subway
transits. The authors find that mobile traffic can in fact capture trips that are more varied in nature than
those depicted by transportation data, both in terms of lengths and geographical coverage. Moreover,
CDR can track a larger number of users if collected over time intervals of six days or more.

6 Networking analysis

Large-scale mobile traffic data clearly yield enormous potential when it comes to understanding and
improving cellular network systems. On the one hand, mobiletraffic information is paramount in drawing
a clear picture of how the access network resources are consumed by mobile users. We thus present works
aiming at characterizing traffic dynamics in cellular networks, at both aggregate and per-user levels, in
Sec. 6.1. On the other hand, the characterization of mobile traffic is a first step towards the design and
evaluation of solutions concerning not only technologicalaspects of cellular systems, but also privacy
and marketing ones, as reviewed in Sec. 6.2.

We summarize the works covered in this section in Tab. 3, and present the main characteristics of the
studied datasets therein. We also highlight the networking-oriented research aspects discussed in each
paper, providing the reader with a quick guide through the articles.

6.1 Mobile demand

The characterization of access network traffic has been addressed from two diverse perspectives: (i) a
mobile operator viewpoint, where the traffic is considered from the network perspective and aggregated
over many users within coverage of a same base station or within a same geographical area; (ii) a mobile
user viewpoint, which focuses on the behavior of individuals in terms of their cellular network access.
Next, we separately review works taking the two approaches.

6.1.1 Aggregate access network traffic

Studies on mobile traffic from an operated cellular network viewpoint aim at understanding the spa-
tiotemporal dynamics of the global user demand. The focus isnot only on the typical variability due to
the routinary mobility and activities of the network customers, but also on anomalous behaviors induced
by particular social events or technological issues.
Temporal dynamics. There is general agreement on the fact that mobile traffic tends to follow regular
temporal patterns.

PO)/2, andD(PS ||PM ) = ln(PS/PM )PS is the Kullback-Leibler divergence betweenPS andPM .
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Analysis Dataset Focus

Name Date Operator Area Time Users V T D TD SD Sp VT AD UC TM DT LS PT AI E D CT SA PS
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Williamson [126] 11/05 – 100 cells 1 week (2004) 10 K X X X X

Paul [81] 04/11 – One country 1 week (2007) 100 K X X X X X

Keralapura [127] 09/10 – USA 1 day (2008) 500 K X X X

Shafiq [128] 06/11 – One state 1 week (2010) ∼ M X X X X

Zhang [129] 08/12 – – 1 week 50 K X X X

Mucelli [130] 09/14 – Mexico city, Mexico 1 week (2013) 2.8 M X X X X

Naboulsi [51] 04/14 Orange Abidjan, Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 18 K X X X X

Wang [131] 04/13 – 2 cities Months (2007/11) 2.4 M X X X

Girardin [132] 06/09 AT&T NY, USA 1 year (2007/08) – X X X X

Hohwald [133] 06/10 – Metropolis 6 months 50 K X X X

Cardona [134] 12/14 – European country 7 months (2011/12) 40 K X X X

Shafiq [135] 12/13 – USA 1 week (2010) – X X X

Ratti [136] 11/06 – Milan 2 weeks (2004) – X X X

Willkomm [137] 10/08 – NC, USA 3 weeks – X X X

Csáji [91] 06/13 Orange Portugal – 100 K X X

Cerinsek [138] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 5 M X X X X

Hoteit [139] 12/12 Orange Paris 2 days (2012) >1.5M X X X

Shafiq [140] 03/12 – Metropolis 32 hours (2010) ∼ 10 K X X

Trestian [48] 11/09 – 5000 km2 1 week 281 K X X X

Trasarti [141] 05/13 – Paris, France – – X X X

Zong [142] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 5 M X X X

Xavier [144] 12/12 Oi Telecom Rio de Janero, Brazil 3 days (2011) – X X X

Gowan [56] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months 5 M X X X

Shafiq [145] 06/13 - 2 metropolis Several days (2012) 100 K X X X X X

Xavier [146] 05/13 – 4 cities (Brazil) 4 days (2011/12) – X X X

Paraskevopoulos [147] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 5 M X X X

Pastor-Escuredo [148] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 5 M X X X

Elzen [149] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) – X X X X

Bodlaj [150] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X X

Rodriguez [151] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X X

Smith [35] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2011/12) 500 K X X X

In
d

iv
id

u
al

Dasgupta [154] 03/08 – – 5 months (2007) 3.1 M X X X

Ben Abdesslem [153] 03/14 – European country 8 weeks (2011/12) 3 M X X

Candia [53] 07/08 – 230400 km2 – – X X X

Lin [155] 10/07 – Northern PRC – 600 K X X X X

Becker [156] 06/11 – Morristown, USA 2 months (2009/10) 475 K X X X

Couronné [157] 10/11 Orange Paris, France 1 day 4 M X X X

Te
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Zang [100] 09/07 3G 3 cities 1 month (2006) 2 M X X X X

Xu [158] 06/11 – LA, USA 1 week (2010) – X X

Shafiq [161] 06/14 – USA 1 month (2012) 500 K X X X

Balachandran [160] 09/14 – Metropolis, USA 1 month (2012) 1 M X X

Gerber [162] 03/11 – USA 2 days (2010) ∼ M X X

Finamore [163] 12/13 – European metropolis 1 day (2012) > 200 K X X

Yu [164] 04/13 – Metropolis, PRC 1 month (2011) 65 K X X

Wang [165] 05/09 – – 6 months 100 K X X X

Agarwal [166] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 5 months (2012) 500 K X X X

Zhu [167] 04/09 – US 2 weeks (2008) 2 M X X X

Zhu [168] 05/13 Orange Ivory Coast 2 weeks (2011) 500 K X X X

M
ar

ke
tin

g Wei [169] 08/02 – Southern Taiwan 4 months (2001) 114 K X X X

Belo [170] 07/13 – European country 1 year (2008/09) 10 K X X X

Szabo [171] 11/06 – – 14 months (2004/05) 5.5 M X X X X

P
riv

ac
y

Zang [172] 09/11 – 50 states, USA 3 months (2010) 25 M X X

Montjoye [173] 03/13 – Western country 15 months (2006/07) 1.5 M X X X

Song [174] 07/14 – – 1 week 630 K X X

Acs [175] 08/14 Orange Paris, France 1 week (2007) 2 M X X X

Table 3: Main features of works analyzing mobile traffic datatowards understanding resource consump-
tions and designing technological solutions. In the analysis columns, date is in MM/YY format. In the
dataset columns, V is voice, T is texting, D is data. In the focus columns, TD is traffic temporal dynamics,
SD is traffic spatial dynamics, Sp is special dynamics, VT is visualization techniques, AD is activity dis-
tributions, UC is users categories, TM is traffic-mobility correlations, DT is device and traffic types, LS
is localization solutions, PT is network parameter tuning,AI is architecture improvements, E is energy
efficiency, D is device to device, CT is churning and traffic plans, SA is service adoption, PS is privacy
solutions.
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Williamson et al. [126] observe that traffic at 100 base stations presents a repetitive daily pattern
over different weekdays, with a characteristic binary profile of low demand at night and high demand
during the day. This first result has been largely confirmed bylater works, over much larger scales.
As an example, Paulet al. [81] confirm that this regularity exists at a nation-wide scale. They study
the distribution of daily traffic over the whole US, and find itto evolve over time in very similar ways
on different weekdays. The same diurnality of aggregate mobile traffic is remarked by Keralapuraet
al. [127], Shafiqet al. [128], Zhanget al. [129], and Mucelliet al. [130]. The phenomenon is not
affected by seasonality, rather it remains stable over different months, as shown by Naboulsiet al. [51].
Specifically, the latter authors develop a dedicated clustering strategy71 and group hourly usage profiles
that yield similar load distributions. This technique improves the simple visual inspection of time series
or probability distributions employed by previous works, and allows observing how night and day hours
form the two categories with the most different mobile usagebehaviors.

Although the most significant load difference is between night and day, some variability in the mobile
traffic can also be noted among different daytime hours. In this case as well, several works agree that
fluctuations tend to follow a common pattern over all weekdays. However, the precise behavior of such
fluctuations seems to depend on the dataset considered: Williamsonet al. [126] detect several daytime
peaks, the largest of which appearing late in the afternoon;Wanget al. [131] identify two daytime peaks
in data collected in PRC, but just one in data from San Francisco, USA; Naboulsiet al. [51] observe the
most significant diversity to occur between hours falling inthe interval from 8 am to 4 pm and other times
of the day.

Weekends also yield aggregate mobile traffic demands that are quite unlike those measured during
weekdays. Specifically, Williamsonet al. [126] remark that weekends are characterized by loads that
are remarkably lower than those recorded during weekdays, aconclusion later supported by the works of
Girardinet al.[132], Zhanget al.[129], Wanget al.[131], Naboulsiet al.[51], and Hohwaldet al.[133].
However, the latter authors also underline that weekend calls last longer on average: it is thus a dramatic
drop in the number of calls that leads to the lower demand on those days.

Regular, although less intense, variations are also observed over time scales longer than a week.
Cardonaet al. [134] detect seasonal variations in users’ consumptions: namely, they find a 20% increase
in monthly data usages towards the end of the year with respect to the summer period.

In all cases, the temporal regularity of aggregate mobile traffic is especially useful when it comes to
predicting the future network load. Shafiqet al. [128] show that a simple Markovian model is capable of
accurately anticipating the temporal evolution of the demand based on its past history.
Spatiotemporal dynamics.Temporal dynamics are aggregated over the whole access network, and thus
hide the geographical variability of mobile traffic. When separating the demand of individual base stations
or topographical regions, different spatiotemporal profiles of mobile traffic emerge.

In a seminal work, Girardinet al. [132] consider the evolution of mobile traffic over different areas of
interest in New York, NJ, USA. They observe that these regions exhibit similar average mobile demands
during working days, but a neat variability during weekends. On a finer daily temporal scale, the same
authors detect heterogeneity in the geographical distribution of mobile traffic during the evening hours,
while the consumption stays quite similar among different regions over the rest of the day. The spatial
heterogeneity of the radio access load has been later confirmed by Paulet al.[81], Shafiqet al. [135], and
Naboulsiet al. [51], among others.

Building on these observations, several works aim at rigorously categorizing geographical regions,
according to their mobile usage profiles. In an early work, Ratti et al. [136] show that some base stations
in Milan, Italy, are characterized by a high level of activity during the evening while others present

71The authors combine two clustering techniques: the Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean algorithm (UP-
GMA) and theK-means algorithm. UPGMA is a hierarchical clustering algorithm that starts from one-item clusters, and then
merges at each iteration the two clusters at minimum distance. K-means is a partitional clustering algorithm that allows separating
a set of items intoK disjoint categories.
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high demands at office hours. Interestingly, geographically locating base stations with the two behaviors
above allows the authors to observe a neat movement of activity from the suburbs towards the city center
between 9 am and 1 pm. A more comprehensive approach is taken by Willkomm et al. [137], who
group72 base stations in NC, USA, based on the time series of their mobile traffic load, and find three
representative temporal patterns at base station level: those with permanent low traffic, those with low
traffic during weekday nights only, and those with low trafficduring weekdays nights as well as during
weekends. Three classes of base stations are also identifiedby Csájiet al. [91], using weekly time series;
the authors map such categories to base stations in home, work andother locations. Finally, Cerinseket
al. [138] find73 five classes of base stations with similar daily and weekly traffic profiles. The authors also
show that three of the base station clusters present geographical correlation, as they are located in close
proximity.

The geographical heterogeneity of mobile traffic becomes even more evident when separating the
load on a per-application basis. Hoteitet al. [139] notice that TCP- and UDP-based services increase the
diversity among base stations in Paris. Shafiqet al. [140] observe that usage of popular applications is
not spatially uniform, but stongly depends on location. Theauthors group74 base stations according to
the type of application traffic they receive: this leads to the identification of four classes of base stations
that mainly manage web browsing, email, audio and mixed traffic, respectively. In addition, base stations
showing similar usage are often located nearby, which allows associating different applications to specific
geographical regions. These results are aligned with thoseby Trestianet al. [48], who show that services
are consumed differently at home and work locations.

An original twist to the analysis of spatiotemporal dynamics of mobile traffic is proposed by Trasarti
et al.[141], who investigate correlations between the mobile load observed in different geographical areas
at successive time instants. By applying this approach to data from Paris, France, they detect that, e.g.,
an increase in activity at the local international airport is followed with high probability by an augmented
mobile demand at a major train station of the city. A quite unique approach is also adopted by Zonget
al. [142], who build a graph describing cell-to-cell interactions75, and study its dynamics over several
months. The authors show that traditional network growth models, such as the preferential attachment
model76 do not apply to cell-to-cell mobile traffic graphs, and propose a better-fitting generative model,
named latent node radius77.

Also relevant to this section are studies that show how the spatio-temporal dynamics of the mobile
demand are affected by land-use. We refer the reader to Section 4.3 for a detailed discussion of such
analyses.
Special dynamics.Special events of, e.g., natural, social, political, economical or technical origin, can
affect human activity routines, which influence in turn cellular network usage. The networking literature
is mainly concerned with the investigation of how special events impact cellular network usage. For the
dual analysis of how mobile traffic can be leveraged to infer social events, we refer the reader to Sec. 4.2,
special eventstag.

72The authors apply theK-means algorithm withK = 10.
73 The authors adopt a clustering strategy over vectors that represent the mobile call activity at each base station. Theirproposed

methodology first reduces the set of samples to analyze usinga generalization of theK-means method, namedleaders method.
Then, it runs Ward’s hierarchical clustering algorithm to unveil relations among the selected samples.

74The authors use theK-means algorithm, whereK is chosen according to a gap statistic that relies on comparing the intra-cluster
distance for the studied data to the one resulting from a reference null distribution.

75Graph vertices map to cells, and unweighted edges connect cells among which the mobile traffic volume is larger than a
minimum threshold.

76The preferential attachment model is known to describe, e.g., the growth of the World Wide Web graph [143]. The model
commends that the likelihood of connecting new vertices to existing ones is directly proportional to the degree of the latter. The
resulting graph yields a power-law degree distribution.

77In the latent node radius model, a new vertexi is assigned a latent radiusr(i), and the probability thati connects with an
existing vertexj of degreed(j) is P (i, j) = a[r(j) − dij ]− b · d(j), wheredij is the spatial distance between verticesi andj,
anda andb are model parameters.
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A wide range of large-scale social events are found to inducenotably higher mobile demands. Signifi-
cant examples are provided by Girardinet al.[132] during the New York waterfall exhibition, Thanksgiv-
ing, Christmas, New Year’s Eve, Easter, and July 4th, and by Hoteitet al. [139] during and after the final
match of the European soccer cup, in 2012. At times, however,special events can result in a localized
decrease of the mobile activity, as observed by Xavieret al.[144] in the area around the soccer stadium in
Rio de Janeiro during a match. Similarly, Gowanet al.[56] detect peaks in the call duration before soccer
games in Ivory Coast, followed by an important drop as games start. Shafiqet al. [145] illustrate how
crowded sports and conference events can increase the access workload and result in significant voice
and data performance degradation, including two orders of magnitude more probable connection failures.
Clearly, the nature of the event determines whether, where and in which way mobile traffic is varied, and
different events can result in opposite dynamics. Several meaningful examples are provided by Xavieret
al. [146].

Paraskevopouloset al. [147] delve deeper in the analysis of the localization of theeffects of special
events, by proposing a strategy to cluster78 base stations based on their traffic profiles during special
events. The authors find that base station load can be affected in antithetical ways by a same event,
depending on the base station geographical location withina city. The same spatial heterogeneity holds
nationwide, as proven in different contexts by several studies, as follows. Gowanet al.[56] cluster79 base
stations using their call duration profile before, during and after soccer matches: the authors find matches
to affect the mobile traffic in the outskirts of large cities much more evidently than in all other areas of
Ivory Coast. Pastor-Escuredoet al. [148] discover that natural hazards such as wildfires lead toa growth
of morning calls on the aftermath of the event in rural areas and small cities of Ivory Coast; mobile traffic
is instead reduced in large urban areas of the country duringthe same period. Elzenet al.[149] show that
confrontations between political and ethnical factions indeveloping countries can lead to an increase or
decrease in the mobile traffic activity, depending on the location respective to the region where clashes
occur.
Visualization techniques.Finally, relevant to this section are also several works that target the effective
and scalable visualization of aggregate access network traffic. Their goal is enabling the rapid identifica-
tion of the important properties of mobile traffic by flexiblevisual inspection. Bodlajet al. [150] employ
colored lines, dispersed lines and star rays to portray the number of calls and the call duration between
base stations deployed within a given geographical region.They show how different levels of informa-
tion are captured by the diverse representations. The popular Data-Driven Documents (D3) visualization
language is employed by Rodriguezet al. [151] and Smithet al. [152] to create and control dynamic and
interactive geographical graphics of individual base station statistics, call volumes, user movement, or
lack thereof. Finally, Elzenet al. [149] adopt a layered visual analytics approach, which facilitates the
investigation of the properties of massive mobile traffic datasets by allowing interactive analysis, zooming
and filtering of the data. The authors show that visual analytics is effective in identifying major trends as
well as special events in the dataset.

6.1.2 Individual access network traffic

Characterizing mobile traffic on a per-user basis primarilyaims at understanding how individual cus-
tomers consume mobile services. Studies on the subject analyze the heterogeneity in the demand gener-
ated by single users, its variability over time and space, and how it is affected by mobility and consumed
services.

78The authors group base stations using the UPGMA (see footnote 71) algorithm on vectors describing traffic at each base station
at key time instants.

79The authors employ Ward’s minimum variance linkage. The algorithm starts from the set of individual base stations, and
merges at each iteration the pair of clusters that yields theminimum joint intra-cluster variance.
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Activity distributions. The behavior of mobile users is defined in the first place by when and where they
access the cellular network. In a seminal work, Williamsonet al.[126] study the calling behavior of 4,156
mobile users and find that they use the cellular network in a very heterogeneous way. The distribution of
per-user activity follows a power law80, which implies that a vast majority of users performs a few calls
per week, yet there exists a non-negligible amount of high-activity customers generating hundreds of calls
per week. The imbalance among users in terms of mobile accesshas been later confirmed by Dasguptaet
al. [154] at a much larger scale, considering 3 million users. The same authors also show that the skewness
does not affect calls only, but mobile data traffic as well. This latter observation is corroborated by Paul
et al. [81] at an even larger, nationwide scale, by showing that high-end users can generate 100,000 times
the median data traffic of all customers. The result is that 10% of the users consume 60% of the access
network bandwidth. Shafiqet al. [128] provide further confirmation, as they remark that mobile traffic is
dominated by a small fraction of users, 5% of which being responsible for 90% of the total demand. Even
when focusing on specific types of traffic, mobile customers can be quite heterogeneous in their access:
e.g., Ben Abdesslemet al. [153] show that 20% of the users are responsible for 78% of thetotal number
of YouTube requests from mobile devices.

Coherently with the heterogeneous load they induce, users also tend to have very diverse temporal
patterns in accessing the cellular network. Candiaet al. [53] show that the inter-call time also follows
a truncated power-law distribution81. However, the result may vary across datasets, as Willkommet
al. [137], observe that call inter-arrivals follow instead an exponential distribution. Mobile users appear
less diverse when it comes to call durations: Willkommet al. [137], and Dasguptaet al. [154] observe a
clear tendency of calls to be short, with a peak at around 1 minute. Also when considering mobile data
traffic usage, subscribers do not show very different activity durations: Mucelliet al. [130] find that 80%
of users in Mexico City are active for at most 4 hours per day, while less than 5% consume services for
more than 10 hours per day.
Mobile user categories.An interesting problem is that of distinguishing categories of mobile users, so
as to make a limited number of typical user profiles emerge. Clustering strategies are typically applied to
address this challenge.

Lin et al. [155] proved the feasibility of the approach by separating82 the calling behavior of 600,000
mobile customers in PRC. A number of per-user features is considered to that end, including the duration
of different types of calls, the duration of idle periods, and the volume of data traffic generated. The
authors identify three classes of users with especially interesting features that tell them apart from the
average customer conduct: (i) frequent long-distance callers, (ii) frequent local callers, who also make
large use of texting, and (iii) users who seldom access the cellular network. Beckeret al. [156] adopt
a similar approach83. on a simpler description of each user’s behavior, represented by the calling and
texting load generated on an hourly basis over a week. They find seven typical user profiles, two of which
are especially interesting, as they can be mapped to commuters with a high level of mobility, and to
students, respectively. Cerinseket al. [138] group73 users according to their daily and weekly activities,
and detect two major behaviors that map to morning and late evening users. Recently, Mucelliet al.[130]
have separated84 user profiles according to their total data volume and numberof sessions over a period
of 2 weeks. Their strategy leads to the identification of six subscriber classes.

A more complex co-clustering solution is devised by Keralapuraet al. [127], with a specific focus on
grouping mobile users based on their web browsing activity.The authors build a dedicated framework,

80Denoting asc the call frequency, thenP (c) ∼ c−γ , whereγ is inversely proportional to the tail weight and thus to the presence
of users performing a very high number of calls in the dataset. In [126],γ = 1.021, which implies a very heavy-tailed distribution.

81Denoting ast the inter-call time, thenP (t) ∼ t−γe−t/k, wherek is the inter-call time at which the exponential cutoff occurs,
i.e., it becomes very unlikely to find users whose calls are separated by such long intervals. In [53],γ = 0.9, implying again a very
heavy tail. Instead,k is around 48 days, i.e., calls by a same users occurring at more than 2 months of distance are rare.

82The authors employ aK-means algorithm, withK=15.
83The authors employ aK-means algorithm, withK=7.
84The authors combine the UPGMA (see footnote 71) and theK-means algorithm, similarly to [51].
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named Phantom85, and run it on a one-day 500,000-user dataset. They find that just ten clusters can
capture all possible browsing behaviors of mobile users, and that such profiles are scarcely affected by
time. Interestingly, the heterogeneity in mobile access already observed in terms of traffic demand also
exists for the browsing activity: many users have a limited set of browsing interest, but a non-negligible
number of users is present, who have very diverse browsing interests.
Traffic-mobility correlations. Several works have investigated how the mobility of a user affects the
mobile traffic he/she generates. An early study by Williamson et al. [126] observes no significant cor-
relation between the level of network activity of a user and the number of cells he visits. However, the
conclusion is based on a small dataset of 4,156 users. More recent works based on larger populations
proved the opposite. As an example, Couronnéet al. [157] show that a strong correlation exists between
the number of locations visited by a user and the number of communication events he generates. Sim-
ilarly, Paulet al. [81] observe that the median traffic of high-mobility users is twice that of subscribers
with a low mobility level.

Trestianet al. [48] provide a more in-depth analysis, by considering the impact of mobility not only
on the aggregate traffic but also on the actual applications consumed by customers. To that end, they
compute correlations among the mobility of a user during a mobile data transfer session and the kind of
service accessed on that session. Significant differences emerge. Streaming music is mostly listened by
users while stationary and it rapidly disappears as user mobility increases. On the contrary, email shows
a strong positive correlation with mobility, i.e., it is accessed more and more frequently as subscribers
become increasingly mobile. Other applications, such as social networking, show instead maximum
access probability in presence of moderate mobility.

Finally, an interesting observation is made by Candiaet al. [53], who indicate the fraction of users
who call and travel at the same time remains stable over time,notwithstanding the large spatiotemporal
variations of the aggregate network activity discussed in Sec. 6.1.1.
Device and traffic types. Traffic consumption also depends on the types of device used to access the
cellular network, and on the kind of applications such devices run. Indeed, different families of mobile
(smart)phones have heterogeneous computational and storage capabilities; moreover, they only represent
a portion of the devices accessing the mobile network, whichis also used by, e.g., femtocell routers,
vehicles uploading so-called floating car data, or meteringdevices that represent the first instances of the
emerging machine-to-machine (M2M) networking paradigm. Clearly, all these devices tend to generate
diverse types of traffic.

Shafiqet al. [128] propose a first analysis of the load induced by different types of mobile devices.
They consider two families of smartphones and a class of wireless modems providing cellular connectivity
to laptops and netbooks, finding that devices belonging to each class tend to generate very dissimilar
traffic. Morever, diversity emerges even among devices of a same class, favored by varied user behaviors.

In a subsequent work, Shafiqet al. [135] compare the traffic generated by smartphones and M2M
devices. They observe that M2M devices induce a lower aggregate demand, which is however strongly
biased towards the uplink direction, unlike that of smartphones. Moreover, the authors point out how
M2M devices are not all the same, as different temporal dynamics emerge in the traffic generated by
diverse types of devices. In order to shed light on the heterogeneity of M2M device traffic, a time series
clustering strategy86 is proposed, which results into two major classes of M2M traffic. The first class
shows a diurnal behavior that maps to the working and non-working hours, whereas the second class

85Phantom adopts original operations to make co-clustering scalable to very large datasets comprising hundreds of thousands
users and URLs. Specifically, it first groups browsed URLs into website categories based on their subject. It then runs a co-
clustering algorithm, based on the recursive, divisive hierarchical partitioning of data and automatic identification of stopping
conditions. Once co-clusters have been found, website categories are expanded back to browsed URLs, and the same co-clustering
algorithm is run within each co-cluster output by the previous step, so as to obtain the final co-clusters of users and browsed URLs.

86The authors apply Daubechies-1 wavelet transforms to decompose traffic time serie into sines and cosines, adopting Coifman
and Wickerhauser’s method to detect the optimal decomposition level. After that, they cluster the decomposed time series via
Ward’s method, withl2-norm distance metric and Davies-Bouldin index to determine the optimal number of clusters.
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reflects a flat consumption shape over the whole day.
Also relevant to the mobile traffic type is the nature of the applications that generate it. Zhanget

al. [129] analyze mobile data traffic and find that applications providing similar services can in fact yield
quite heterogeneous packet inter-arrivals. They thus identify 87 sub-categories of social, news, and video
applications that show comparable packet, flow and session-related metrics.

6.2 Technologies

The information extracted from mobile traffic has been leveraged to devise and evaluate technological
solutions that relate to cellular systems. We separate works that employ findings from mobile traffic anal-
ysis to propose novel approaches to (i) networking algorithms, protocols, and architectures, (ii) marketing
strategies, and (iii) mobile user privacy.

6.2.1 Networking solutions

Original solutions that target the improvement of the cellular network operation represent a natural out-
come of mobile traffic analysis. As a result, various aspectsof that subject have been studied in the
literature.
User localization. Accurate identification of the location of mobile users within a cellular network is a
first important task that can be improved by inference of information from mobile traffic. The result can
enable more efficient monitoring and management of the radioresources, as demonstrated by Zang and
Bolot [100]. The authors first profile individual user movements and retrieve their popular locations from
mobile traffic. Such information is then used to restrain paging, typically performed over large location
areas that include hundreds of cells, to frequently visitedcells only. The authors show that paging cost
can be reduced by 90% in different urban scenarios, at the cost of a 10% increase in the paging delay due
to misses.

A more accurate localization strategy, named AccuLoc, is proposed by Xuet al. [158]. AccuLoc
compensates for the traditional limitations of user tracking from mobile traffic data collected at the cellular
network core. Once trained with ground truth information retrieved, e.g., from fine-grained signalling
events collected at the access portion of the network (see Sec. 2), AccuLoc allows to locate mobile users
within four cell sectors with an accuracy of 70%, by just employing standard call detail records. The
precise positioning of mobile users paves the road to the rigorous characterization of access network
usages.
Network parameter tuning. A proper characterization of mobile traffic can unveil problems that may be
mitigated by dynamically tuning controllable settings at the access network. Shafiqet al.[145] study how
the cellular network becomes locally overloaded during especially crowded events, and find that legacy
mobile device state transitions88 lead to inefficient radio resource utilization. They show how simply
tuning state transition timings89 can completely avoid performance degradation in presence of special
events.

Balachandranet al. [160] employ fine-grained mobile traffic data on web browsingsessions90 and

87The authors cluster applications using theK-means algorithm and apply Principal Component Analysis tounderstand the
impact of each metric.

88User equipments typically cycle through three states: IDLE, i.e., inactive; FACH, where a link is established over physical
radio channels that are shared among multiple terminals; DCH, where a link is established over a dedicated radio channel. Mobile
operators implement proprietary state machines for transitions with fixed timeouts for state demotions, some of which have been
reverse-engineered [159].

89The authors study the impact of a single parameter, i.e., theDCH-to-FACH demotion timeout, and demonstrate that slightly
decreasing its value by 1-2 seconds during event days is sufficient to reduce access delays and energy consumption.

90Namely, HTTP records.
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radio-level signalization91 to understand how technical network factors (including handovers, failures,
power levels, throughput, competing users) impact mobile user browsing experience (measured in terms
of incomplete downloads, abandoned sessions, and session length). They show that a limited set of
parameters fully characterizes – and can be used to anticipate92 – the Quality of Experience (QoE) of
subscribers. Notably, such a set does not include factors that are often considered important by network
operators, which are instead enabled to monitor QoE metricsthrough radio network information only.

A very similar approach is adopted by Shafiqet al. [161], who focus on video streaming to mobile
users rather than web browsing. By using equivalent mobile traffic data93 they assess how a vast range
of technical network parameters affect video abandonment.Their results provide guidance to network
operators on how to improve user QoE when it comes to video streaming – for example, a 1-dB higher
signal-to-interference ratio reduces the video abandonment probability by 2%. Then, the authors propose
a model that relates scalable network statistics94 to video abandonment. The model can be leveraged to
predict complete download of a video by a mobile user with 87%accuracy by observing only the initial
10 seconds of a session.
Network architecture improvements. Gerberet al. [162] go beyond parameter tuning, and analyze
detailed mobile traffic data95 with the goal of exploring the advantage brought by significant modifications
to the cellular network operations. In particular, they focus on content caching at different levels of the
cellular network architecture. They find that cache hit ratios between 27% and 33% can be achieved
when content is stored within the cellular network core96. Finamoreet al. [163] focus on content caching
as well, but they consider a “push” strategy, according to which the content in the cellular network is
pre-staged to the mobile device cache before it is demanded.The authors evaluate three different caching
strategies that leverage content popularity, volume, and both, respectively. They observe that the content
popularity-based strategy can lead to a reduction of up to 20% of the downlink traffic for a smartphone
cache size of 100 MB, in case any popular content can be cached.
Energy efficiency. Considering the energy aspect, Yuet al. [164] analyze mobile traffic with the aim
of evaluating the energy consumption due to the establishment and release of a radio link between user
equipments and base stations. The analysis confirms that a significant amount of power is wasted during
inactivity times when the interface of a user equipment switches between different states88. The authors
investigate the temporal correlations97 of mobile traffic workloads and propose a prediction model for
future data transmissions, which allows cutting down unnecessary waiting times. Their proposed scheme
saves 56% of energy on average.
Device-to-device communication.The analysis of mobile traffic allows to explore original networking
paradigms that go beyond the traditional user equipment-to-base station communication. Particular atten-
tion has been paid to device-to-device (D2D) communication, by considering that users who are nearby
can exchange data without resorting to the cellular infrastructure, but via technologies such as Bluetooth,
or, more recently, Wi-Fi Direct and LTE Direct.

In a seminal work, Wanget al. [165] investigate how a combination of near-distance D2D communi-
cation and long-distance texting would affect the spread ofself-propagating malware among the mobile

91Namely, Radio Resource Control (RRC) measurement reports.
92Linear regression and decision trees models prove to be simple yet efficient techniques to predict web browsing QoE from soft

and inter-radio access handovers, energy per chip of the pilot channel, received signal strength indicator, and numberof users.
93Namely, HTTP records from which URL, host and requested content information can be extracted, and RRC measurement

reports.
94The model leverages pruned decision and regression trees todetermine whether a user will complete a streaming video session.

It is based on radio network statistics and information collected from TCP/IP headers: as such, it does not require deep packet
inspection of, e.g., HTTP headers, which would imply much larger data collection and significantly reduce scalability.

95Namely, HTTP records.
96The maximum hit ratio of 33% is obtained by assuming infinite caching at the GGSN level. A 27% cache hit ratio is obtained

when balancing positive effects of caching with its cost: inthat case, caching is found to be best implemented at SGSNs.
97The temporal correlation is calculated from the the entropyof individual time series of packet arrivals.
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terminal population. By assuming a Susceptible-Infected (SI) model98, the authors remark that D2D com-
munication allows the malware to reach all susceptible devices, but at low speed. The spread via texting
is much faster, but limited by the presence of communities inthe mobile call graph99, and by the market
share of different operating systems. Agarwalet al.[166] adopt a similar approach to assess the effective-
ness of D2D communication in disseminating information at nation-wide scales without resorting to the
cellular infrastructure. The authors show that one single device can propagate the information of 90% of
a 5,000-user population spread over the whole Ivory Coast. Zhuet al. [167] focus on viruses reproducing
via texting only, and leverage the structure of the mobile call graph in order to restrain their spread among
subscribers. Specifically, they identify graph partitions100, and inject security patches to selected users
that link the different partitions.

The efficacy of D2D communication can be also leveraged to offload the access network from part
of its load. Zhuet al. [168] explore several opportunistic routing methods to that end, evaluating their
performance on mobile traffic data. They conclude that all methods perform well in densely populated
and geographically constrained areas, where D2D communication can be a promising solution for the
delivery of delay-tolerant contents to mobile users. Shafiqet al. [145] focus on radio access rather than
traffic load. They consider that multiple devices can leverage D2D communication to share a single
connection to the cellular network. During especially crowded events, this approach can reduce failed
connections up to 95%.

6.2.2 Marketing solutions

Mobile traffic data constitute a valuable source of information to devise marketing strategies. Their
analysis allows an operator to understand the behavior of customers, their calling patterns and habits, and
thus to formulate adequate and targeted offers.
Churning and traffic plans. Mobile users tend to change their operator over time, which leads to so-
called churning. Collecting mobile traffic data over long time periods can help understand and predict
the churning phenomenon. In a seminal work, Weiet al. [169] propose to predict future churners by
studying the volume and frequency of calls by each user.101. The performance evaluation over a dataset
of 114,000 customers indicates results in a correct prediction of 70% of the churners, with a 20% false
positive ratio. Dasguptaet al. [154] also focus on the prediction of churners by considering the impact
of the social relationships among customers on the churningbehavior. Given a set of initial churners, the
authors employ a diffusion model102 over the mobile call graph99 to successfully predict 60% of future
churners.

In order to attract churners, Linet al. [155] group 600,000 customers into different categories accord-
ing to their calling and texting behaviors. The authors thentailor new traffic plans adapted to each group,
which is claimed to positively affect new customer subscriptions to the considered operator. An oppo-
site perspective is adopted by Cardonaet al. [134], who aim at avoiding churning. More precisely, the
authors investigate the cost savings that customers could achieve, combining different data traffic pricing
plans and consumption schemes. They observe that collaborative pricing plans can be very beneficial for

98The SI model defines the infection rapidity asdI/dt = βS · I/N whereβ is the effective infection rate,S the number of
susceptible terminals,I is the number of infected terminals andN is the size of the terminal population.

99See Sec. 4.1.
100Two graph partitioning strategies are considered. Balanced graph partitioning aims at forming even partitions in terms of node

degree. Clustered graph partitioning separates the graph into partitions with minimum cut weight.
101The authors employ a multi-classifier class-combiner technique, especially designed to cope with the fact that the percentage

of churners in a dataset is typically low. The proposed solution starts by generating from the mobile traffic training seta number of
training subsets, each characterized by a known distribution of churners and non-churners. Then, a classification model is generated
for each subset with a base classifier. Finally a meta-classifier combines the predictions made by each individual base classifier.

102The model is based on Spreading Activation (SPA) techniquesapplied in cognitive psychology. It allows to predict potential
churners by exploring their social connections with current churners.
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customers, and savings of up to 45% can be attained with groupplans, i.e. plans that allow users in a
pre-defined group to share a certain amount of allowed capacity. Even higher savings, reaching up to
70% of the baseline cost, are granted by open sharing plans, i.e., plans providing each customer with an
individual traffic volume, and allowing him to sell his excess, unused capacity. User-driven collective
consumption schemes through tethering are also shown to properly complement such strategies, inducing
additional gains, especially in dense urban areas.
Service adoption.Belo and Ferreira [170] study the impact of the mobile call graph99 on the diffusion
of telecommunication-related products among customers. They identify different adoption incentives for
several types of products. They also observe that social influence among mobile users can have a positive
or a negative effect on the diffusion of the product, depending on the characteristics of the latter. A similar
perspective is taken by Szabo and Barabasi [171], who evaluate the impact of the social relationships on
the adoption of services. The authors observe a strong correlation between social networking services
adopted by a mobile subscriber and those utilized by his/hercontacts. The correlation is instead not
present in the case of technical-oriented services for, e.g., browsing or emailing.

On a related point, mobile traffic can be also analyzed so as tounderstand the details behind the
current level of adoption of a given service. As an example, Shafiq et al. [161] investigate the market
of video players for mobile devices, by mining a fine-grained500,000-user dataset. The authors point
out that usage distributions among different video playersis limited, as 80% of the relevant traffic load is
generated by the five top players only. Ben Abdesslemet al. [153] focus on one specific video streaming
service, i.e., YouTube, and unveil interesting features ofthe mobile traffic it generates. Namely, the
authors find a significant tendency to replay, with 37% of the users requesting at least 10 different streams
over a month who replayed more than 20% of their videos. Also,they find video popularity to follow a
Zipf’s distribution103, and propose a classification of the different processes that bring videos to become
viral.

6.2.3 Privacy solutions

As discussed in Sec. 2.3, mobile traffic data contains sensible information on individual subscribers,
whose privacy needs to be properly protected. Unfortunately, the common practice of replacing mobile
users’ identifiers with so calledpseudo-identifiers, is not sufficient to that end.

The unfitness of the de-facto standard approach to mobile traffic data anonymization has been the
focus of several works. Zang and Bolot [172] compare the mostpopular locations visited by mobile
users in order to break the anonymity granted by random identifiers104. When applying their approach
to data collected at typical spatial (i.e., cell or sector) and temporal (i.e., at each event generated by a
user) granularity, the authors find that considering only the single top location of each user does not
pose privacy issues. However, if the two most frequently visited locations (presumably, home and work
locations, see Sec. 5.1) are considered, 10% to 50% of the users are uniquely identifiable. This percentage
grows to more than 50% when looking at the three top locations.

The authors also study how reducing the spatial granularityof the original data, by aggregating mo-
bile traffic over geographical ares of different size, improves anonymity. They find that only city-wide
aggregation results in a reliable anonymization. Temporaldomain approaches, implemented by period-
ically changing the random identifiers, are instead found toensure privacy if the updating procedure is
repeated at most every 24 hours, i.e., a same user cannot be tracked over two subsequent days.

103Given the rankl of a video, its level of popularity is described byP (l) = l−β , with β = 1.07.
104The authors introduce the concept ofk-anonymity. They extract the topN locations of each user, and group all users sharing the

same set of locations. Then, the mobile traffic dataset is said to grantk-anonymity if each user group contains at leastk individuals,
who thus share the same preferred locations. This makes a user indistinguishable from at least otherk-1 subscribers in the dataset.
If k = 1 for someN , anonymity is breached for thatN , as the user can be unequivocally identified within the dataset by just looking
at his/herN preferred locations.
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The low level of anonymity granted by random identifiers, andthe relevance of choosing adequate
spatial and temporal resolutions for the preservation of mobile user privacy are confirmed by de Montjoye
et al. [173]. Their analysis does not assume knowledge of popular locations, but only of randomly
sampled pairs of user position and time105. The authors show that two randomly chosen spatiotemporal
points are enough to uniquely characterize 50% of the users,i.e., half of the time there exists only one
user in the dataset who visits those two locations at those two times. Increasing the knowledge to four
randomly chosen points allows to uniquely characterize more than 95% of the users. These results refer
to fine-grained mobile traffic data, where the user position is identified at cell or sector level every hour.
The authors thus explore the impact of a reduced spatiotemporal granularity, but find that even coarse
resolutions may provide little anonymity106.

An attempt at finding a solution is made by Songet al. [174]. First, the authors confirm the previous
obervations on the uniqueness of pseudo-anonymized trajectories: more than 60% of users their dataset
is uniquely traced with only 2 random points, and the percentage grows to 95% also with a set of 4
random points. Then, to preserve user privacy, they periodically change each user’s pseudo-identifier.
An updating interval of 6 hours reduces the trajectory uniqueness to 40% in the case of two randomly
selected points, however the benefit is less important for a higher number of points.

Finally, Acset al. [175] focus instead on preserving user anonymity in the specific case where sub-
scriber trajectories are aggregated into spatiotemporal density information. Their main concern is that,
even under such aggregation, areas visited by a low number ofusers may reveal individual mobility
patterns. To handle that, they introduce a data-driven differentially private scheme107 that combines sam-
pling, clustering and filtering processes of per-cell information to generate aggregate density information
for areas grouping several cells. Their strategy is shown toprovide high privacy guarantees: removing
any single user does not lead to any sensible variation in theoutcome of the analysis, which basically
means that all subscribers are well hidden in the dataset. Atthe same time, the solution also preserves a
good data utility level.

7 Outlook

The results presented in the previous sections are many and varied, and span across a wide range of
subjects and disciplines. However, as anticipated at the beginning of this manuscript, analyses of mobile
traffic have become a popular tool only during the last few years, and a large number of questions remain
open. In that perspective, our comprehensive overview of the literature puts us in a unique position to
comment on the open problems and future research directionsfor research in the field of mobile traffic
analysis. Below, we propose a discussion of such issues, organized along the lines of our literature
classification.

7.1 Social analysis

In Sec. 4.1, we saw that the studies on the structure of mobileuser communications have unveiled most
of the major properties of social interactions occurring via mobile devices. As a result, we have today
a rather clear understanding of the shape of mobile call graphs, for which some models have also been

105Given a set ofp random spatio-temporal points, namedIp, the authors compute the numberS(Ip) of individual movement
traces that include the set of pointsIp. An individual is considered uniquely identifiable if|S(Ip)|=1, i.e., he is the only one whose
movement trace includesIp.

106A measureǫ of the uniqueness, i.e., indentifiability, of mobile users is calculated as the percentage of uniquely identifiable
users givenp spatio-temporal points. The authors show thatǫ ∼ (vh)β , whereβ ∼ −p/100, v represents the spatial aggregation
in terms of number of cells merged together, andh is the level of temporal aggregation in terms of hours mergedtogether. The
relationship suggests that privacy is increasingly hard toattain by lowering the resolution of a dataset. Moreover, even a slight
increment in the number of spatiotemporal pointsp makes users much more identifiable.

107See footnote 59 for a definition of differential privacy.
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proposed. However, these properties are typically inferred from static graphs that lose all temporal di-
mensions. A most promising, although challenging, research direction is then the investigation of the
dynamics and evolution of mobile call graphs at multiple time scales. Also, cross-correlating mobile call
graph representations with other databases (describing, e.g., user demographics, subscriber mobility, or
mobile traffic plan information) can pave the way to the practical exploitation of the knowledge on user
interactions.

Cross-correlation is the key to progress also in mobile traffic analyses that target other social topics,
such as those presented in Sec. 4.2, Sec. 4.3, or Sec. 4.4. Clearly, that implies the availability of external
relevant databases that can be correlated to mobile traffic ones; open data initiatives that are becoming
increasingly popular will be paramount in this direction. Also, much longer datasets of mobile traffic,
spanning over several years (not necessarily in a continuous way) would benefit social studies, allowing
the investigation of phenomena occurring at large time scales, such as urbanization, landscape evolutions,
or new technology and service adoption.

7.2 Mobility

When it comes to mobility studies, there is general agreement on a number of laws that drive movement
patterns in large populations over wide areas, as discussedin Sec. 5.1.1. This, together with the recog-
nized high regularity and predictability of human trajectories, has allowed defining models that describe
routinary user mobility in Sec. 5.1.2. However, we also saw that a number of factors can affect the cus-
tomary mobility of users, and small attention has been paid to models that can capture such phenomena.

Concerning more fine-grained mobility analyses, such as intra-urban movement studies or the re-
search in transportation presented in Sec. 5.2, the main question stays that of the dependability of mobile
traffic as an information source for movement patterns. The literature in Sec. 5.3 is discordant on the
answer, and there is a non-negligible risk that mobile traffic may bias microscopic mobility analyses.

On the positive side, there are clear indications that mobile traffic datasets featuring higher precision
and sampling frequency tend to reduce or eliminate that bias[117, 125]. And, there are clear trends
towards: (i) high-end mobile services that generate continuous traffic; (ii) monitoring probes that are
shifted to the network edge, and collect positioning information that is both more precise and complete
(see Sec. 2.2). Therefore, it is very probable that mobile traffic data will become extremely reliable in the
future, even for, e.g., detailed individual trajectory mining. Yet, studies carried out on today’s standard
mobile traffic datasets shall not exclude the possibility ofbiases, especially in presence of microscopic
mobility analyses.

7.3 Network

Network studies in Sec. 6.1 have unveiled clear, regular spatiotemporal dynamics in mobile traffic, and
significant heterogeneity across mobile users in terms of the demand they generate. Most works in the
literature have explored the temporal and spatial dimensions, and a few have focused on the type of ser-
vices consumed by mobile users. What is still missing in the picture are techniques for the comprehensive
characterization of mobile traffic, which can capture at a time the three dimensions of space, time, and
service usage. Such a holistic approach shall answer open questions on the correlation among, e.g., land
use, mobility, daily schedule and the nature of applications accessed by subscribers.

On the exploitation side, mobile traffic analysis has already led to a number of interesting proposals
for novel networking approaches and solutions, outlined inSec. 6.2. However, many subjects have been
just scratched on the surface, and there is wide space for improvement in both clean-slate and incremental
design of mobile network architectures and protocols. In particular, we draw the attention to the need of
models of the mobile demand that can (i) process mobile traffic data on-the-fly, i.e., as soon as it is
collected within the network, and (ii) predict short- (e.g., minute to hours) and medium-term (e.g., days
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to weeks) evolutions in the demand. Indeed, such functions will be key to original anticipatory/cognitive
networking paradigms, which are expected to be part of future 5G cellular systems.

Finally, the discussion in Sec. 6.2.3 outlines the evident need for mobile traffic data anonymization
techniques that ensure subscriber privacy in a way that preserves the information utility. Their persisting
absence risks to limit the availability of open datasets, and to hinder research based on mobile traffic
analysis.

7.4 General

Finally, two open problems are common to all of the differentresearch topics touched by mobile traffic
analysis. They concern the reproducibility and reliability of mobile traffic analyses.

The first problem is the need for a reference set of mobile traffic datasets that can be adopted by
the research community so as to favor reproducible research. Clearly, the set is to be publicly available.
Moreover, it should be heterogeneous, i.e., representative of scenarios that are diverse from many view-
points, both semantic (e.g., geographical and temporal span, subscriber density, development level of the
region) and technical (e.g., nature of the probes used for the data collection), so that studies are not bi-
ased. Finally, these datasets should be in a clear and consistent format, and contain information that allow
running a large variety of analyses.

The second transversal issue concerns the definition of standard best practices in the analysis of mo-
bile traffic datasets. The overview we provided in this survey highlights how many different techniques
have been proposed to perform even the most basic operationsthroughout all research subjects. As an
example, trajectory extraction is a fundamental function for mobility analyses, yet there is no clear agree-
ment on which is the current state of the art solution that should be adopted. There is thus a need to
compare methodologies proposed in the literature, and derive a set of well-defined, validated techniques
that can be safely used by the research community.

8 Conclusions

In this document we surveyed the literature on mobile trafficanalyses run on operator-collected data. We
proposed a hierarchical classification of studies in this recently emerged research field, and categorized a
large body of relevant works accordingly. We also summarized the main features of research activities,
as well as of the dataset they employ, into reference tables that provide immediate visibility on the many
and varied topics concerned by mobile traffic analysis. Our review provides a comprehensive overview
of the state of the art in the usage of mobile traffic data for scientific research, and allows outlining open
research directions.
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